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NOTES

OF THE

WEEK.

Miners Eight Hours Bill has afforded us the rare
spectacle of finding the Government,
as represented by
the Home Office, more sympathetic
to Labour
than
to a large
number
of its supporters.
Both
Mr.
Gladstone
and Mr. Herbert
Samuel
spoke wholeheartedly
for the Bill.
The Under-Secretary’s
speech
showed a competent grasp of the value of legislation
in
regulating
our industrial
system.
“Some members of
his party,”
said Mr. Samuel,: “had laid down the complete doctrine of individualism,
and held that they must
not prevent a man working
what hours he pleased.
That was just what the men did not do now.
If they
were able to work what hours they pleased there would
be no case for legislation.
It was an extraordinarily
topsy-turvy
argument to say that if they allowed a man to
work the hours he wanted to work that was tyranny,
but if he was left to the mercy of our industrial
system
and compelled
to work long hours which he did not
want to work, that was liberty.
There could be no
full life without
leisure, and that was the essential
reason the House was asked to pass this Bill.”
The
miner’s work is not only one of the most arduous, but
one of the most inhuman in the world.
To be deprived
of the sun’s light and warmth-even
such warmth and
light as are vouchsafed to us in these-lands-day
after
day is a condition that no one in his senses would expect
anyone else in his senses to submit to. The only redress
we can find for this intolerable
sacrifice is that the
hours of deprivation
should be reduced to a minimum.
A miners’ two or three hours Bill would seem something nearer the mark.
*
+
*
We cannot
find anything
very
helpful
in Mr.
Asquith’s
reply to the deputation
that waited upon him
to urge legislative
action in regard to sweated labour.
The deputation,
which amongst
others, consisted of
the Archbishop
of Canterbury,
Sir Charles Dilke, Mr.
Barnes, and Mr. Sidney Webb, urged the establishment of wages boards-and
the minimum
wage.
Mr.
Asquith said he was personally
in sympathy
with the
proposal, and’ “he hoped it might be possible to devise
machinery of that kind, properly equipped, prompt and
effective in, its action, and at the same time with the
minimum of friction and maximum
of consideration
in
regard to all the interests concerned.”
We can make
nothing of this oracular utterance ; is the Government
prepared
or not to establish
wages boards in this
country for the sweated industries?
The question has
been so long debated in Socialistic
circles that we
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believe those who favour and those who oppose them
would both long to see the experiment
tried.
Until a
wages board is actually established we shall never really
be able to say whether
it is practicable
or not and
whether it is as effective as we should like it to be.
We do not see why Governments
should be so chary
about experimental
legislation.
Were such boards to fail,
it would not redound to the discredit of any Government that had provided
them.
The cost of such an
experiment
would- be small compared with the money
every Government
is expected to waste in experimenting with new slaughter machinery.
*
*
*
The L.C.C.
appointed
a special sub-committee
to
consider the medical treatment
of school children.
A
majority
of the sub-committee
reported
in favour of
establishing
school clinics at suitable centres for the
medical treatment
of school children.
It is well known
to medical men that there is to-day no provision for the
children’s
ills.
They are not wanted at the general
hospitals,
the general practitioner
is incompetent
to
handle them, even if the parents could afford the fees
for the prolonged treatment
that is often required ; the
provident
dispensaries
are, as Mr. Sidney Webb said,
“simply
shops for the sale of medicine.”
Mr. H. C.
Gooch appeared and argued that because the opinion
of- all those who knew the facts was that to establish
the clinics was the only way to rear a tolerably healthy
race of children, the Council must overrule the decision
of the ‘majority
of the sub-committee.
It accepted, as
Mr. Webb pointed out, the views of the lady members
of the sub-committee
against all the expert advice, and
decided against establishing
school clinics.
It was a
triumph for women as against Mr. Webb, who knows
more about medical
administration
than anyone in
London.
In vain did Dr. Beaton tell the Council that
go per cent. had bad teeth, that 60,000 had defective
eyesight, that 7,500 had bad ears. To deal with these
infirmities
by means of clinics would interfere with the
sacred rights of childhood to have bad eyes and sore
To treat them is undue interference
with the
ears.
It is all very well for poor,
liberty
of the child.
ignorant
countries
like Servia and the Argentine
to
regard the children as a national asset and to establish
clinics and special schools for the amaemic and the
tuberculous.
In London we know otherwise-besides
there are too many brats already.
Let them perish.
*
+
*
The New Theatre at New York can surely never be
built up to the elegance that marked the layers of its
corner-stone.
A “ Times ” correspondent
says, “ the
air was fragrant
with the perfume of roses, exquisite
and appropriate
music was played, and the speeches
We wonder what music is pecuwere not too long.”
liarly appropriate
to such an occasion.
We confess
that we should like to have been present but to listen
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to an American
speech which was not too long.
The
walls were hung with beautiful
old tapestries,
some
of which did service at the Coronation of King Edward.
the Republicans
With
reverence
(or was it pride)
leaned against these tapestries ; their blood tingling
at
Appropriately
with
Royalty.
nigh
contact
the
enough there was a display “of old armour, innumerable palms, and immense bunches of American beauty
roses. ” So far-as we can gather the only thing missing
The keynote of
was a message from the President.
Republican
simplicity
will be shown in the 54 boxes ;
the subscription
of each being at the rate of £5,000for two performances
a week.
The theatre appears to
have been erected by 26 gentlemen of wealth.
We do
really think that they have at last found some way of
spending their money sensibly,
Modern plays are to
have a fair showing, which we do not take to mean that
the 26 gentlemen of wealth are to act as dramatic cenNext to having an uncensored National Theatre
sors.
we can think of nothing better than one run by men
wealthy and untrammelled
by conventional
opinion. Are
there 26 such men in the States?
+
*
*
We shall not apologise to Mr. Blatchford-not
one
little bit.
He may protest, as he does in this week’s
till the crack of doom against becoming
a
“ Clarion,”
He may weep
member of the Socialist Front Bench.
It will avail him nothing.
tears more bitter than brine.
We did not put him into the Socialist Front Bench. The
Ours it was but to consult the
gods have willed it.
It is a
oracle.
We did but submit the prophecy.
blow struck by the remorseless
fates, and one which
Nunquam,
the
none shall lament more than ourselves.
determinist,
must bow to’ his sad destiny ; we can all
How he was
see now how inevitable
it all was.
marked down for Parliament
from the moment that
our earth shook itself free.
Who has made more Socialists than Nunquam ? Who is a more popular figure
himself
at Socialists’
meetings. ? Who has interwoven
Now
more deeply in the hearts of his countrymen?
there are only two ways in which the English
show
their affection.
A Public Dinner or a seat in Parliament.
A Public Dinner for Robert Blatchford
is now
out of the question.
Of course, he has no liking for
Parliament.
Does he enjoy speaking
at public meetings and touring the country. ? We ourselves should have
preferred
that
Robert
Blatchford
went
on writing
ballads and dialogues and stories.
Of course, Robert
Blatchford
has no flat, white face, no red eyes, nor a
dyed moustache.
But to our artist was vouchsafed
a
vision of the future when from much sorrowing
over
the end of his career, Robert Blatchford’s
eyes were
red and his face peaked and white.
Does anyone believe that Blatchford
will go cheerfully
to his doom?
Do you not see him sneaking into the House shamefacedly and disguised,
so that his friends may not
know him?
Yes, with dyed moustache.
Alas, sorrow
is in our hearts.
*
*
*
We have pleasure in publishing
the following
letter,
which has the signatures of these well known men and
women :Nettie Adler, L.C.C. Education Committee ; S. A. Barnett, Canon of Westminster;
C. Birmingham ; R. A. Bray,
L.C.C. ; John A. Cockburn, Chairman L.C.C. Representative School Managers ; Douglas
Eyre,
Vice-President
Federation of London Working Boys’ Clubs ; T. Edmund
M.P. ;
Harvey, Warden, Toynbee Hall ; Arthur Henderson,
J. Hereford,
President National League of Workers with
Boys ; Cyril Jackson, Chairman L.C.C. Education Committee ; J. Ramsay Macdonald, M.P. ; Milner; A. J. Mundella,

National

Education

Association

; Lily

H.

Montagu,

National Union of Women Workers ; Jack M. Myers, Lads’
Employment
Committee, London ; W. A. Nicholls,
President National Union of Teachers ; J. L. Paton, Headmaster
Manchester Grammar School; Charles E. D. Russell, Heyrod

Street

Lads’

Club,

Manchester;

D.

J.

Shackleton,

M.P. ; Edward Southwark ; Albert Spicer, M.P. ; Stanley of
Alderley, President Apprenticeship
and Skilled Employment
Association
; C. Stettauer, National Institute of Apprenticeship; R. A. Tawney, Toynbee Hall ; E. J. Urwick,
Tooke
Professor
of Economics,
King’s
College,
London : Fabian
Ware ; Sidney Webb, L.C.C. ; George White,
M.P.
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We draw special attention
to suggestion
(I).
It will
be noticed that attendance
at continuation
schools up
to 17 is to be accompanied by compulsory
reduction of
working
hours.
Notices that evening
continuation
schools are not demanded.
The second suggestion
is
No light is
for the raising of the school leaving age.
thrown on what age it is desired that children should
leave.
We think 16 should have been mentioned
in
accordance with the well-known
Trades Union proposal
on education.
BOY
LABOUR
AND
UNEMPLOYMENT.
To THE EDITOR OF “THE
NEW AGE.”

The change which
sions

of

problem

is noticeable

in the tone of discus-

unemployment
in the House of
Commons, on the platform, and in the Press, leads us to
hope that we may secure a hearing
in endeavouring
to
direct public attention
to one of the greatest
evils which
underlie
the present distress.
The experience
of the signatories
to this letter, and, indeed, of all those who have taken part in social, educational,
and other work
among boys and girls,
and are
acquainted
with the conditions
of their industrial
life, goes
to show that the seeds of much future
unemployment
are
sown in the period
of adolescence
between
fourteen
and
twenty, and convinces
us- that no proposals for dealing with
unemployment
can be regarded
as satisfactory
which leave
those critical
years out of account.
We desire, therefore,
without
undervaluing
other causes and other remedies, to
lay before your readers a statement
of facts upon this parand some suggestions
for a policy
on the
ticular
point,
part of the State.
We would point out, then, in the first place, that in certain industries
the conditions
under which boys, specially,
are employed
are actually
detrimental
to their moral
and
physical
welfare,
and that, in a large and growing
number
of industries
they are such as to give them no adequate

training

the

for industrial

of

life.

In the former
class may be placed the various
kinds of
street-selling,
and such kindred
occupations
as the touting
for carrying luggage at railway stations.
In proof of the
statement
as to street-selling,
we may quote the words of
the Chief Constable
of Manchester
in a paper read in May,

1906 :“ Street-trading,
tions,
other

of all juvenile
wage-earning
occupaof a greater
amount of evil than any
followed
by children.
. . . The boys
lazy, shiftless, and workless men, becoming,

is productive
occupations

develop

into

for the most part,

and loungers.

racecourse touts, often travelling thieves
. . . They dislike more and more honest

work.
They become mere creatures
of chance,
and sink
down until they end their days either
in gaol or in the
workhouse.”
These words are fully borne out by such direct evidence
as can be obtained.
For example,
figures
obtained
from
Glasgow show that in that city out of 1,454 youths between
14 and 21 charged with theft and other offences, inferring
dishonesty,
in the year 1906, 83 per cent. were boys occupied as street traders,
hawkers,
van boys or carters,
rivetheaters, and labourers.
Again,
the following
remarks,
which are taken from a
report as to boys engaged in touting for carrying
parcels at
railway
stations
in a large city, are typical
of a general
experience :" As soon as they appear round the station they are done
for absolutely,
unless external
aid is forthcoming.
. . .
What is more, every day that is spent round the station
makes it harder to get away and start afresh. The demoralising effect of unemployment
on a grown man cannot compare with the havoc it wreaks on the character
of a youth,
who finds himself
cut adrift
from all his old friends,
and
in the continual
company
of out-of-works,
. . . Thirty-two
of them have, between them, been to prison 87 times, and
adjourned
or let off 68 times-an
average
of nearly
five
prosecutions
apiece.”
The same is true to a great extent of the van boys em-

ployed by many, though not all, private firms (the railway
companies generally offer greater permanency),
who are
often dismissed
employment.

That
bearing

port

at 18 without

unemployment
on juvenile

of the Prison

any

qualifications

has considerable
crime

is clearly

Commissioners.

for

importance

further

in its

shown in the last reFor instance,
the

Borstal
Association
report states :“ Over 80 per cent. of our charges admit that they were
not at work when they got into trouble.”
The Commissioners
themselves
remark :(‘Parliamenthas recognised
already,
and is about,
we
hope, to recognise
still further,
the principle
of special
treatment
for adolescents
when in prison, so that they may
be trained,
if possible,
for a life of honest industry.
But
it may then be too late.
We are tempted to ask whether
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it would not be a wiser policy to begin at an earlier stage
It seems to us that in the absence of organisation and wise
direction in the earlier and critical years of life, much
good material is being wasted and allowed to drift until
it lapses into crime, or the beginnings of crime. We only
venture to refer to a question of this vast social importance
so that the experience which comes to us from the treatment of thousands of young prisoners may be known.”
Moreover, the specialisation of employments has resulted
in a demand for boys and girls to perform operations of
a purely mechanical character, which do not give them
any training that will qualify them for future employment.
We may mention as examples the loom children, doffers
or shifters in the textile industries, ‘[oil cans ” in the nut
and bolt departments of large textile and other works
“drawers off ” in saw mills, rivet boys in boiler-ships and
shipyards, the boy minders of some kinds of semi-automatic machinery in engineering works, the girl labellers
bottlers, sweet packers, and card sorters of so many London
factories,
Most of these receive no training that will fit
them for any employment other than that of an unskilled
or low-skilled labourer.
In the words of an employer
" They are not taught : they are made to work.”
Moreover:
it should be noted that in many occupations the proportion
between the men and boys employed is such that the latter
cannot possibly be retained after a few years in the occupation which they entered at 14 or 15, because many more
boys are engaged than are needed to recruit the number of
adult men employed to allow for the expansion of the industry. The Government has set a bad example in this
Till recently, for instance, if not at the present
matter.
day, boys were dismissed from the telegraph service of the
Post Office without any training for industry or prospect
of further employment.
Clearly, youths engaged in such
occupations cannot hope to remain in them when they wish
to marry and ask for a man’s wage. They must leave and
But they are
seek to earn their living in some other WAY.
disqualified by their lack of industrial training, intelligence,
for any of the more responsible
and ready adaptability
positions of industry, as much as they would be were they
maimed by the actual loss of a limb.
They have, in fact,
no qualification
at all, except average physical strength:
The result is that when dismissed at the age of 18, they
drift, after a longer or shorter interval, into the overstocked
ranks of unskilled labour, where they are exposed to chronic
irregularity
of employment, and to wages hardly sufficient
to support existence. Nothing is more surprising or more
lamentable in the figures published by Distress Committees
than the fact that so many of the applicants for relief are
mere youths.
In Glasgow, for instance, in the three winters 1905-7,
3,273 men under 30 years of age applied for relief to the
committee dealing with distress. Evidence from other parts
of the country shows that a similar state of things exists
in them. " If they do these things in the green tree, what
will be done in the dry ? ”
In the second place we desire to point out that the remedy
for this state of things is not to be found, as is sometimes
suggested, in a universal revival of the so-called apprenticeship system. The truth is that apprenticeship,
except
in certain trades, is no longer a method of training which is
in harmony with modern industrial conditions as they prevail in most of the great staple manufactures of the country.
Three causes have combined to undermine it. First, cheap
production for a wide market has been an important factor
in the breaking-up of industrial operations which formerly
were parts of a single craft, and prevents the boy who is
trained only in the workshop from getting general insight
into the organisation and methods of any but the smallest
part of his trade. For example, the young engineer is
specialised in wiring or fitting, and the turner is specialised
to a single machine.
Second, the changes in industrial
processes are so rapid that the boy who binds himself as an
apprentice for seven years may find his special skill unmarketable at the end of that period. Third, the personal
relationship between master and apprentice which was formerly (in some cases) a valuable influence over the young
workman, has disappeared, owing to the growth of large
factories and the severance of social classes. The modern
apprentice is merely one part, often a very unruly part,
He is often unduly
of a large and complicated machine.
As a
specialised ; still more often neglected altogether.
method of industrial training, still more as a method of
moral education, apprenticeship has died out in many industries, and cannot be revived except in special cases,
which do not affect the majority of children leaving school.
We have to deal principally
with the democracy of labour,
and not with its aristocracy, with the masses, and not with
a small class. Girls often suffer from the lack of willingMany of the best
ness of employers to train adequately.
places in London firms are now occupied by French women
trained in the excellent Ecoles Professionelles Municipales
of Paris. Apart, therefore, from the undoubted advan-
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tages which apprenticeship has had in the past, and might
still have under different industrial conditions, it seems
wise to recognise economic and industrial forces which appear to be inevitable ; to deal with facts as they are, and not
as we might wish them to be.
What is the remedy for this
statethings
of
? Without
desiring to depreciate’ other remedies, or to “suggest that
our recommendations cover more than a small portion of
the ground, we venture strongly to urge the following practical suggestions :(I)
The adoption by this country of a system of compulsory attendance at continuation schools up to the age of 17,
accompanied by a compulsory reduction of working hours
among young people under that age, together with the
development
of full time day trade schools, admitting
children suitable for skilled industrial training.
(2)
The raising of the school-leaving age, together with
the abolition of the ((half-time ” system.
(3) The development of a national system of children’s
Employment Committees on a wider basis than now exists,
working in association with the labour exchanges, and in
close connection with the elementary schools of each district, whose functions shall be to assist the children leaving the schools to secure employment so far as possible
suited to their capacities, and of a permanent character.
(4) The prohibition of street-selling by all children under
17 years of age.
Why was it left to Mr. Belloc, a Liberal, to raise in
the House the question of Mr. Grayson’s readmission?
We are very glad he did so, but the Labour Party
would have been well advised to do it long ago.
It
is ridiculous
for its leaders to deprecate personalities
in political
discussion
and all the time to continue
acting themselves
on purely personal
grounds.
we
have before now alluded to the defect of imagination
in
the Labour Party ; we must add to it a sister defect;
the defect of generosity.
Nothing impresses men more
in a young party than generosity
to its friends. Generosity to political
enemies is comparatively
easy ; it is
one’s political friends one finds it difficult to treat with
We hoped better things of the Labour
generosity.
Party.
*
*
Y
Regarding
the recent disturbances
at meetings
addressed by Mr. Curran and Mr. Philip Snowden,
it
would be needless to state, were the contrary
not
paraded, that Mr. Grayson is in no sense responsible
We have over and over again contended in
for them.
these pages that it is not Mr. Grayson who is the
author of the unrest and dissatisfaction
in the I.L.P.,
but the latter that are the authors of Mr. Grayson.
The leaders of the I.L.P.
would do better, therefore,
rather to face the situation than to conceal their apprehensions behind attacks on the articulate
symbol of the
general unrest.
The growing
practice
of the demisemi-official
persons in the I.L.P.
of boycotting
THE
NEW AGE is also a confession of weakness which we
Our criticisms may be sharp,
deplore on every ground.
but they are the criticisms
of sincere friends.
Moreover our columns are open to counter-criticism,
as Mr.
Clynes, who made excellent use of them, knows.
We
hope no further protest will be necessary.

Character Sketch of ‘a Wolf.
By a Lamb.
I have received an advance proof of an article which
Mr. Snowden, M.P., is this week contributing to “The
Christian Commonwealth,”
on the present political situation. It is notable for a warm tribute to the Premier.
‘(I
do not believe,” he writes, “that there is a more honest man
in politics to-day than the present Prime Minister. . . .
when Mr. Asquith asks his party to make the veto of the
Lords the dominant political issue I believe that Mr. Asquith means business, and that he has ideas and plans.
Mr. Asquith is not an old man for such a fight. He is
young enough to live to see the end of it.“-London
Letter,
’ Daily News,” December
16th.
Labour’s attitude towards the Prime Minister is sufficiently indicated by the remarkable
tribute
from Mr.
Philip Snowden which appears in “The Christian Commonwealth.” On inquiry I find that the old mistrust and prejudice against the Liberal leader have almost entirely disappeared, and Labour members entertain the most confident
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hopes that next year will see a generous and practical treatment of unemployment. -(( Daily News,” December
17th.
No ordinary lamb, indeed, but a leader
I AM a lamb.
It was largely on account of my acute perof lambs.
ceptions that the genus ovis marked me out as a defender of the flock in the too frequent attacks of the
genus known as canis lupus, or wolf.
I must point out
that in every healthily born lamb there is an instinctive
This is probably
owing to the
distrust
of the wolf.
fact that lambs constitute
the main dietary of wolves.
I have pointed this little fact out with merciless insistSo that their
ence to all the flocks I have ever met.
primal instinct of mistrust has been supplemented
and
strengthened
by the reasoned data of theory.
Furthermore,
the actions of the wolves themselves
are of such a character
as to leave no doubt in the
mind.
Every lamb who knows his history is fully convinced that the wolf regards him as a legitimate
edible.
True, they have masqueraded
in the innocent guise of
But
vegetarians,
and thus deceived the ingenuous.
there is a general and growing
feeling among us that
the wolf, however broad his culture or kindly his intentions, cannot possibly overcome his natural appetite for
lamb.
Now this is what renders my present task so exceedI want to give an impartial
estimate
ingly difficult.
I really rather like him.
of the leader of the wolves.
There-it’s
out ! Further, as I have pointed out above,
though in a different sense.
the feeling is reciprocal,
Now, my difficulty
is that I cannot very well eulogise
the premier’ wolf without
confusing
the issue in the
minds of the lambs.
For if, as I believe, he is great,
sincere, determined,
and good, then the pack that he
leads must necessarily enjoy the reflected glory.
There
is also the outstanding
fact that he is very honest, and
has no cant.
Now, no lamb will let itself be eaten if
Thus the wolves
it has prescience of the operation.
have been forced to adopt a system of insincere makebelieve in order to obtain the lamb’s consent to dress it
for dinner.
Now, Premier Lupus is a wolf.
There is
no denying that.
He lives on lamb : another truism.
And he leads a pack who derive their sustenance
from the same prey.
Now you perceive my dilemma.
How am I going to convince my wary flock that the
chief wolf means well and doesn’t really want to eat
them at all?
They will never believe me, but I will
try.
He has a rare combination
of gifts.
He is resourceful in strategy and tenacious in purpose.
He used to
be regarded as lacking in sympathy.
That is not true
now.
Whenever
he is compelled
to kill and eat a
lamb, hot tears (lachrymae lupi) roll down his nose
and fall with a convincing
plunk upon the ground.
I
do not believe there is a more honest wolf in the forest
than the present Premier Lupus.
I have been led into
this confession of my estimate of the Boss Wolf because so much depends upon the animal that is going
to lead such a great fight as an attack on the AnteThis wolf means business.
lopes.
When he says
he’ll do a thing he’ll do it. We have found that out.
He is far too clever and calculating
to make his place as
leader of a ravage a futile effort.
That, of course, may
easily be his fate.
But as I have said before, given a
straight,
honest lead, backed up by the other wolves’
sincerity for a vegetable diet, he may even succeed in
bamboozling
the lambs for many a year yet.
He is a
young wolf for such a fight.
But if my flock will not
consider me unfaithful,
I pray that he may live to see
the end of it. Many of us will not, my fellow-lambs.
For while fighting the antelopes, the wolves must live.
And they live on lamb.
And we are lambs.
So now
altogether : “Three bleats for Premier Lupus ! ”
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The Indian “ Reform ” Scheme.
By H. E. A. Cotton.
LORD MORLEY took leave on Thursday
last to describe
his proposals for administrative
reform in India as the
opening of a great and new chapter.
These are brave
words, and if they can be made good, it will be possible
to forgive their utterer for much of the black and dismal record of his three years’ rule at the India Office.
But of what materials is this great and new chapter to
be constructed ?
In their essentials,
Lord Morley’s
proposals contain little more than may be found in the
draft scheme issued from Simla sixteen months ago.
They represent the minimum
of concession which the
bureaucrat
will yield, and with one or two exceptions,
which shall be detailed, Lord Morley does not appear
to have attempted to impress his own personality
upon
them.
It is true that the fatuous idea of an Advisory Council
of Notables
has gone by the board.
It is true also
that while the Simla reactionaries
clung to the device
of an official majority
in all the legislative
assemblies,
Lord Morley has insisted that this irritating
and injurious arrangement
shall be confined for the future to
the Supreme Legislative
Council.
Further,
there is at
least one feature which is absolutely
new-the
promise
that the next vacancy on the Viceroy’s
Legislative
Council shall be filled by an Indian, and that Indian
members shall be similarly
appointed,
“when
opportunity offers,” to the Executive
Councils which assist
the Governors of Bombay and Madras, and which are
to be constituted
to assist the Lieutenant-Governors
of
the other great Provinces.
And, finally, mention may
be made of the increased facilities given for discussions
in Council on public matters, which include the right
to move (but not, apparently,
to carry) amendments to
the Budget.
These are, as the “ Manchester
Guardian ” has said,
substantial
reforms,
and they carry with them the
seed of others.
But what of the soil in which they have
been planted ? What of the establishment
in Calcutta,
only a day or two, previously,
of a Star Chamber of
“impartial
” preliminary
inquiry,
which is to take evidence against a man behind his back?
What of the
enactment
of a law which, while it abolishes trial by
jury, makes such evidence
admissible
against
the
prisoner at a later stage, although
the witness is not
present to undergo the test of cross-examination?
Can
any scheme of reform be palatable to a community
of
thinking men when it is ushered in under such auspices,
and when it is accompanied,
in addition, by the wholesale deportation
of Nationalist
leaders, without charge,
and without opportunity
for defence?
Let us clear our minds of cant. Lord Morley has much
to say in his speech on the subject of a free Press.
To
abolish or suspend the freedom of the Press “would
not end the business,”
and no English
Parliament
would permit such a thing.
Brave words again.
But
what of the 130 and odd editors and journalists
who are
undergoing
hard labour, without
a protest from this
apostle of free speech?
What opportunity
has been
given to the House of saying whether it approves or
does not approve ? If a new and great chapter is to be
opened, there must be first of all a clean sweep of all
arbitrary
and autocratic
methods of government
and a
frank recognition
and prompt reversal of the blunders
which have produced the formidable
difficulties
of the
There is not in the whole of Lord
present situation.
Morley’s
exposition
one single word to raise hopes in
either direction.
Yet will any one who knows the Bengalis affirm that
Anarchism would have taken root among them if Lord
Morley had performed the plain and obvious duty which
lay before him as a Liberal
statesman
when he assumed charge of the India Office in December,
1905?
The partition
of Bengal had then been barely a couple
of months in operation.
It cried aloud for cancellation
or modification.
Lord Morley preferred,
“lost in reflection, weighing
all the delicately-balanced
factors to
see with wonder the whirlwind
go by.”
The result is
that he has created in Bengal an Ireland in the East,
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magnified a ‘thousandfold.
Lord MacDonnell
told him
plainly on Thursday of last week, as many other AngloIndians and Indians have told him before, that the partition was the greatest blunder that had been committed
in India since Clive won Plassey, and that if it were
not corrected,
the scheme of reform which has been
launched will fail of the success it ought to command.
But Lord Morley makes no sign, although he has himself publicly
denounced the “settled
fact ” he will not
undo.
He knows well also that without an amnesty to
political prisoners, he is merely beating the air with his
bladder of reform.
But he had never a word to say
upon either the one head or the other.
Do we ask why ? Another
examination
of the reforms will give us the answer in a moment.
They are
vitiated
from top to bottom
by exactly
the same
defect.
Holders of autocratic
and irresponsible
powers
seldom in this world surrender
their Sceptre without
compulsion.
Unless the Imperial
Parliament
firmly
ties the hands of the man in possession, the dawn of
the new era will be farther off than ever.
How has
Lord Morley met the danger that the bureaucrat
may
-and
will-set
to work to neutralise
such attacks
upon his prerogative
as the abolition
of the official
majority
and the admission
of Indians to the secret
chamber of administration?
There is not the smallest
guarantee that the whole of these concessions will not
be rendered utterly illusory
by the method by which
they are put into operation.
Lord Lansdowne
professed to be aghast at what he
termed “tremendous
innovations.”
Has he so soon
forgotten
the tricks of the trade he learned at Simla?
There is a world of meaning behind the applause with
which reactionary
Anglo-Indians
of the type of Mr.
Rees have already greeted the proposals.
Other ways
exist of negotiating
a stone besides flinging
it aside :
and the civilian
knows them all.
He will see to it
that the heterogeneous
elements of which the non-official majorities
in the Legislative
assemblies are to be
composed,
shall never coalesce.
And does any one
imagine that a strong patriot
or reformer
will stand
the smallest chance of nomination
to the Indian membership of an Executive
Council?
The crying need in India is not only for a generous
instalment
of reform, but for a complete change in the
spirit and character of the administration.
Lord Morley helps the Indian to secure neither.
There is not a
single branch of his scheme which is not bound up with
the perpetuation
of autocracy.
He will not hear for a
moment of any suggestion
that Parliamentary
methods
of government
should be introduced
into India.
Why
not?
Almost at the very instant he was earning the
cheers of his Tory admirers by this illiberal declaration,
the Sultan was opening a Parliament
at Constantinople,
amid the blessings
of the “Daily
Mail,”
which has
quite satisfied itself as to the “great
moral benefit
which the possession of the vote has conferred
upon
the Turk.”
Why are India
and Egypt
to remain
pariahs
among
Eastern
nations,
simply
because a
number of alien officials are making a good thing out
of the business of governing
them?
“What
a pretentious
and hypocritical
people we are
in our dealings with the outside world ! ” wrote Richard
Cobden fifty years ago.
He might have written
the
words with equal truth after listening
to Lord Morley
on Thursday
of last week.
“The entire scheme of our
Indian
rule,”
he wrote upon another
occasion,
“is
based upon the assumption
that the natives will be the
willing
instruments
of their own humiliation.”
When
shall we who never cease to advocate the cause of
liberty in every country that is not under British domination begin to realise that the educated Indian is no
fool?
Our protestations
of high morality
do not
deceive him.
He sees clearly that we do not practise
in India what we preach to the Japanese, the Turks,
and the Persians ; and if Lord Morley knew a little
more of the Indian mind, he would realise in his turn
the folly of supposing
that proposals such as those he
has advanced could ever, as they stand, help in the reacquisition
of the moral strength which has completely
departed from the government
of India since he took it
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Imperial Morality, Cocoa, and
“ The Spectator.”
LAST week’s “Spectator
” contained
two remarkable
articles on European administration
and responsibility
in Africa.
The first article discussed a recent scandal
in British East Africa ; while the second reviewed the
agitation
against the slave trade in Portuguese
West
Africa.
I shall deal with these two topics in the same order
as the “Spectator.”
In the “Times ” of December 3,
Mr. Scoresby Routledge analysed an incident in which
an Acting District
Commissioner
in British East Africa
had procured two thirteen-year-old
native girls as his
mistresses.
On an inquiry held by Judge Barth, it was
proved that one girl was unwilling
and the other girl
was removed from the protection of a native policeman.
This Acting District
Commissioner
had used his office
as a servant of the Crown to gratify his lust ; but the
punishment
awarded him only involved
the postponement of his promotion.
No extenuating
circumstances
were adduced at the inquiry by Judge Barth ; at least,
they were not referred to by Mr. Routledge in his summary of the findings.
On these facts, one cannot help
agreeing
with the “Spectator
” that the penalty was
totally inadequate.
But there are the gravest reasons for fearing that the
administration
in British
East Africa is not what it
should be, and that the character
of the settlers, and
some Government
officials, is of the worst description.
In1907 there was the illegal flogging of certain natives
for a cause which only existed in the imagination
of
Captain Grogan, the chief person responsible
for that
disgraceful
affair.
In the early part of 1908, the
Governor found it necessary to suspend Lord Delamere
and Mr. Baillie from their positions as unofficial members of the Legislative-Council,
in consequence of their
insults to him and the Government
he represented.
Lastly, there is the ugly matter which has been raised
by Mr. Routledge,
which is not an isolated case, but
rather a typical case of the conduct of some officials in
remote parts of this vast dependency.
The despatches relative to the suspension of Lord
Delamere
and Mr. Baillie are most painful
reading.
and they reveal a spirit among the settlers
which
augurs ill for the future of the native inhabitants
of
the dependency,
though in such a country as British
East Africa it would be absurd to expect the same,
regularity
of conduct
and standard
of integrity
as
exist in more civilised parts of the Empire.
Taking the case of the Acting District Commissioner,
one cannot shut one’s eyes to the effect on a European
of living far from his own womankind.
It is a position
in which the temptation
to illicit intercourse is well-nigh
irresistible,
more especially
when the loneliness
and
comparative
monotony
of his life are taken into consideration.
These are all circumstances
of undoubted
weight
in judging
these lapses.
Moreover,
it is a
dangerous doctrine to assume that a man whose private
life is immoral cannot be an admirable public servant.
Yet, with all these allowances,
there cannot be two
opinions that some inquiry
should be made into the
personnel of the officials in British East Africa.
The
man in question was guilty of the rape of a girl of
he was enabled to commit
thirteen ; in all probability
this offence by reason of his official position.
He
was the supreme officer in the district,
and the aggrieved natives could not appeal to any local superior.
If he had been a private individual,
itis certain-or
we
hope so-that
the nearest officer of the Crown would
nave intervened.
It is clear that a Government
servant, holding power
of life and death, should be an individual
of honour and
integrity who will not lightly imperil the good name of
the Empire which he represents.
As far as possible,
men ruling remote districts should be of the best type,
and it is madness to appoint the kind of man who will
be satisfied with £200
or £300 a year to such responsible posts. Naturally,
men of inferior
calibre will
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An increase
obtain the posts, for only such will apply.
in salaries is urgently needed ; and we should welcome
the appointment
of a Committee
of both Houses to
inquire into the causes of the recent scandals in British
East Africa.
I next come to the more serious questions
which
are involved
in the continuation
of slavery in Angola
Mr. St.
and the islands of San Thomé and Il Principe.
Loe Strachey,
the editor of the “Spectator,”
presided
at a meeting held at Caxton Hall to protest against the
Two resolutions
were subPortuguese
slave trade.
mitted to that meeting,
one of which contained these
acknowledging
the serthis meeting,
words : “That
vices of British and German cocoa firms in helping to
bring the evils of this labour system to light,” __etc.,
etc. It was desired by some members of the audience
‘to obtain the deletion of those words ; but Mr. Strachey
refused to permit any discussion on the resolutions until
they were passed as worded. This was a step obviously
outside the prerogatives
of the Chairman,
and must
have had the deliberate
motive of stifling discussion.
We say this with regret ; but it is our belief that the
attitude
of certain
British
cocoa manufacturers
is
utterly inconsistent
with a genuine desire to end their
connection with slave-grown
cocoa.
Mr. H. W. Nevinson
travelled
in Angola and the
two islands in 1904 and 1905, and it was his articles
which first attracted
non-expert
public attention
to the
Then,
the
horrors
of this modern
slave trade.
Mr.
Joseph
Burtt
special
British
firms appointed
and sent him to Portugal
to learn
commissioner,
1,
1905, this
gentleman
On June
Portuguese !
left
Lisbon
for
Africa,
and
returned
to
EngHis report is dated July 4,
land on April 13, 1907.
1907. In October, 1908, Mr. William
Cadbury left for
Portuguese
West Africa, nothing having been done of
any real value between the years 1904 and 1908.
The dilatory proceedings
of the cocoa firms assume a
more unpleasant
aspect when the early history is examined.
The Consular reports from 1896 onwards contained frequent references to the increasing
prevalence
In 1902 the Aborigines
Protection
of forced labour.
Society addressed its first appeal to the Foreign Office
We understand
that the British cocoa
on the subject.
firms imported
cocoa from these islands about twelve
years ago.
It is a strange coincidence that complaints
should begin almost at the same moment.
the quantity
of
to Mr. Burtt,
In 1901, according
cocoa exported from San Thomé was 277,000 cwts.
In
1905 it had risen to 507,000 cwts. and the present figures
Since the period when the
show a slight increase.
Aborigines
Protection
Society took up the question, the
cocoa production
has doubled, for which doubling
the
British
cocoa firms are largely
responsible.
Messrs.
van Houten, unlike the British firms, Messrs. Cadbury,
have not found it necessary to
Fry, and Rowntree,
We invite these English
import
slave-grown
cocoa.
firms to state why they
have not followed Messrs van
Houten’s example ; these columns are open to them.
To acknowledge
the services of these firms in a
resolution
condemnatory
of the slave trade, amounted
to a stultification
of the object of the meeting.
No
doubt, members of these firms have the reputation
of
being philanthropists
and social reformers.
Their subscriptions
to deserving
movements
are generous ; but
their purses are deep.
Nothing
is simpler than for
wealthy men to avert criticism by subscribing
to those
associations and bodies from which criticism is likely to
It is one of life’s ironies that the three
emanate.
Quaker families should be even indirectly engaged in the
slave trade, for, as Mr. Strachey himself said : “ If the
world ” -we
substitute
“ these firms of cocoa manufacturers “-“
stopped buying
cocoa from these islands,
slavery there must automatically
come to an end.”
Ought Messrs. Cadbury, Fry, and Rowntree to shift
their responsibility
on to the shoulders of the Portuguese planters, the British Foreign Office, or the British
public? The burden is theirs ; its perpetuation
is largely
due to them ; the power of ending it is, and has beer!
Let them cleanse themselves
for years, in their hands.
of their continuing
offence against good conscience.
C. H. NORMAN.
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Oxford and Working Class
Education.*
A JOINT Committee
of Oxford University
and of some
persons nominated by the Workers’
Educational
Association has issued a report on what is there called
The Relation of the University
to the Higher Education
We have examined that report in a
of Workpeople.
perfectly biassed and quite partial attitude.
We have
Are the
examined it from the Socialistic
standpoint.
recommendations
of the Joint Committee
likely to advance or retard the spread of Socialism in this country?
Are the recommendations
of the Committee
likely to
advance or retard the democratic
view of what our
educational
policy should be? That policy was thus
stated in the resolution
carried
unanimously
at the
Nottingham
Trades Union Congress of 1908 : “This
Congress urges the organised workers to continue their
efforts to secure Parliamentary
and Municipal
recognition of the Trade Union Education
policy, which demands a national system of education under full popular control, free and secular, from the primary
school
to the University.”
The recommendations
of the Joint Committee,
in our
opinion, will retard the progress of the sound, the only
policy, and will, by side-tracking
sound, educational
the energies of those who suffer most under the present
In the first
system, delay the spread of Socialism.
place, what is the Workers’
Educational
Associationthe body responsible
for the origin
of the Oxford
scheme ?
This organisation
was started in 1903 as “ an Association to promote the Higher Education
of Working
Men ” by the present Secretary,
Mr. Mansbridge,
and
a few friends, co-operators,
who were apparently
persuaded that it was possible to improve working-class
education by seizing opportunities
of preparing
people
and bringing
them into touch with the Universities
They disreand the University
Extension
Scheme.
garded the fact that such a movement could only treat
the tiniest fraction
of the people, and ignored
the
fact that only a real change in our industrial
and educational system could give a valid education
to the
We notice that of the two conmass of the people.
ferences held in 1903, one was presided over by the
and another by the Dean of DurBishop of Hereford,
who spoke in
ham ; that Mr. Rufus Isaacs, M.P.,
support
of the first local association
to be formed
(Reading, October 1st, 1904), understood the object of
the Association
to be “Not to move the State, but to
deal with matters as we find them, to use the materials
that we have in such a way as to get the best possible
benefit and to promote higher education,
dealing with
That was, of course, a plan of
matters as they are.”
campaign
very satisfactory
to the possessing classes.
The energies of the workers were to be frittered away
on minute points, of economics,
no doubt interesting
the workers
enough in their way, but so employed,
were not likely to disturb the pleasant economic conditions of these islands.
We are not surprised, then, to
find amongst those supporting
the movement the names
of Mr. Balfour and Mr. Winston
Churchill
in 1905 ;
whilst amongst the list of guarantors
in 1908 are the
Earl of Crewe,
the Marquis
of Lansdowne,
Lord
Brassey, and Professor Stuart, M.P.
In 1904 the Association
found a further method for
promoting
the higher education
in the development
of an efficient school continuation
scheme.
In 1905
the Association
sent a deputation
to the Board of Education asking the Board “to ascertain
. . . how far,
and under what conditions,
employers and employed, in
their respective areas, would welcome legislation
having for its ultimate
object compulsory
attendance
at
evening schools. ” It will be said that to demand an
enquiry does not mean that the Association approved of
True, but
compulsory
evening continuation
schools,
of the probthe Executive
says : “In any consideration
lems affecting the Higher Education of Working
Men,
that of attendance,
compulsory
or voluntary,
at Even* Report published

by the Clarendon
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ing Schools cannot be avoided,”
and again, “ the wastage which takes place immediately
after the age of 13
not only to the interest of educaor 14 is detrimental,
tion in its narrower
sense, but to the national characThe Association
reprints some answers “from
ter. ”
Evening
representative
sources ” upon compulsory
Amongst these we notice that Mr.
School Education.
Snowden, who has nothing to do with the Association,
replies that he is strongly opposed thereto ; whilst Mr.
Shackleton,
who is one of its brilliant
chairmen,
is
strongly in favour of compulsory
attendance at evening
Mr. Shackleton,
who will not
continuation
schools.
support the suppression of the half-time system !
If the enquiry had been granted, and a report favourable to evening continuation
schools had been adopted,
we take it that the Workers’
Educational
Association
In approaching
would have supported such legislation.
the Board of Education,
it was guilty of political action,
although at its conferences it will not allow any resolution to be put that advocates the Trade Union educational policy, because it is political.
A body of working men who are enthusiastically
devoted to a belief
that something is to be obtained for their class without
political activity very naturally commands the sympathy
of the Balfours and Crewes.
We must not give the
impression,
however,
that the movement
has not received other support.
Mr. S. Ball, Mr. Fels, Sir Oliver
Lodge, are among the names of helpers.
We have no charges against Mr. Mansbridge,
who is
the founder and general secretary
of the movement.
We believe that he is simply misled as to the means by
which education for the workers is to be obtained in
this country,
and that he is misleading
others.
His
sincerity is however greatly to his discredit, for if after
these many years’ work he can still believe that the
University
type of education
is a desirable
one, he
has not profited
by his opportunities.
Sensible persons who have had the misfortune
to be plagued by
such education
are fidgetty
until they have entirely
sloughed it.
It is true that Oxford does not propose
to give anything
of the kind to the working
classes ;
this is still reserved for the sons of gentlemen.
What,
then, does the University
offer?
This first proposal is for the formation of tutorial classes
The University
will
in selected educational
centres.
pay one-half of the teacher’s salary and his travelling
expenses
We readily admit that the scheme drawn
upon the University
Extension
up is an improvement
We are quite prepared to believe that
lecture system.
a few earnest workers will profit by such teaching if, by
the probable sacrifice of their entire leisure and health,
But the Univerthey can find time for such teaching.
sity will be unaltered ; it will remain a culture medium
for the parasites
of the workers.
Its enormous endowments will still be spent on nursing the opponents of
will point
the working
classes ; whilst the University
to these infinitesimal
grants as an earnest of its goodwill and of how it meets half-way the spirit of the age.
It is not our business as Socialists
to do anything
that will slacken the demand for public control of the
We cannot, as Socialists,
pause on that
Universities.
road to struggle
for the higher education of the few
workers who will be able to profit by the scheme, any
more than we could assist a few workers to acquire
We take it for granted
that individuals
are
wealth.
bound to do the best they can for themselves from their
own point of view to-day, but that has nothing to do
with our Socialistic
campaign.
The second professed object we find still less attracIt deals with the admission of workpeople
to
tive.
The principal suggestion is that certain of the
Oxford.
students should be selected, from those who have undergone a two years ’ tutorial class, to come into residence
at Oxford,
and read for a diploma,
returning
afterAs an indication of the help the
wards to their trade.
University
is prepared to offer, we cannot do better than
quote the report :-“ It appears to us, in view of the
urgent importance
of bringing
the working classes into
touch with Oxford, that it would not be unreasonable to
ask the colleges to devote part of the funds which they
spend on scholarships
and exhibitions
to the mainten-

ance of the students from the tutorial
classes, when
the latter have been established.
The number of such
students is not likely, for some time to come, to be
large. ’ ’
The Oxford
undergraduate
is an English
gentleman
who would be either pleasantly
patronising
to, or insolently
contemptuous
of, the working-man
resident.
The good manners
of the latter
would
simply tend to be spoilt -by such association.
Our objections to the whole scheme are expressed in this resolution, sent by the Barry branch of the Amalgamated
Society of. Railway Servants :-“ That it is inexpedient
for the working
classes to cultivate
a closer relationship with Oxford by University
Extension
Lectures, or
any other methods, until the teachings’ of the Universities are radically altered, so that a truer view of social
questions may be taught, and that it is inadvisable
to
send working-men
students to colleges unless. the curriculum is made suitable
for the training
of Labour
leaders. ”

The

Unwrought Magnum Opus
of Shaw.
[ By a Fabian of 1900.]

THE NEW AGE has several times of late referred to the
Fabian Society-its
policy and its future,
and those
references deserve, and doubtless received, serious and
weighty
consideration.
As a member of the Fabian
Society since 1900, and one who was entered to practical politics at Birmingham
in 1884, when the Radicalism of the day was at its zenith and Chamberlain
was
“our only Joe,” may I be allowed to make a few
observations ?
First of all, Mr. Shaw has no intention of taking up
the proposal
for a Socialist
Representation
Committee.
He removed all doubt about the matter in an
address which he delivered under the auspices of the
localised Fabian Society at York the other day.
In
that address Mr. Shaw, after an interesting
discussion
of what he called his “Unauthorised
Program,”
stated
that his scheme of reforms was an offer to the Liberals,
the Unionists,
or the Labour Party ; and he undertook
to give his support to any party which adopted the
Program.
In answer to a question whether or not he
agreed with the formation
of a new Socialist Party, he
said he did not care about the multiplication
of groups
after the French fashion, but he thought a constituency
might be found here and there (possibly with a mixed
electorate of the inhabitants
of a small country town
and of the agricultural
labouring
class) which a candidate of a rather more intellectual
type than the usual
representatives
of party interests might think it worth
his while to contest.
But “the Socialists ” (meaning
thereby “us “) declared Mr. Shaw, in words we should
never forget, were “a stage army ” and Socialism was
to be carried out by everybody.
Indeed, a man only
became a good Fabian when he ceased to be a Socialist.

A Complete Diet
for the Infant
the Aged

the Infirm.
Easily digestible,
Health-giving,
Strength-giving.
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Mr. Shaw, by taking
“Socialistic
Politics ” as the
title of his address at York, and by his declaration
during. his remarks in favour of political action, showed
that he meant on this occasion to leave theory for pracHis self-selected
tice and speculation for actual affairs.
role, therefore,
was that of the serious politician
as
distinct
from that of the propagandist
of Socialism
merely.
What sort of a “practical
politician ” does Mr. Shaw
make ? First of all, he stated the grievances
which
he set out to remedy :that caused by irregularity
of em(I) Poverty, especially
ployment,

and,

generally,

insecurity

of employment

(or the

risk of it) which may affect the middle classes as well as the
manual wage earners.
(2) The burden of the rates

on the middle

classes.

I leave out his reference to the Family questions, the
burden of supporting
children, and the up-keep of poor
relations,
as these are in a sense exceptional,
and the
argument
is complete without them.
Then Mr. Shaw stated the proposals
by which he
meant to remedy the grievances-in
the form of a brief
unauthorised
program
(“ unauthorised,”
i.e., authorised
by Mr. Shaw, but not necessarily
by the Fabian
Society).
These proposals are :(a) Communisation
of the supply of bread.
(b) Municipalisation
of building.
(c) Taxation
of unearned
wealth.
(d) Regularisation
of unemployment,
and maintenance
of
unemployed
men in a state of efficiency
“between
jobs.”
Mr.
Shaw, it will be noticed, prefers to deal with

“poverty
” as a wholesale notion, instead of a congeries
of facts, each of which would demand special treatment.
In order to examine
the incidence
of the proposed
reforms, make the broadest distinction
which the facts
admit of, viz., that between the poverty of the 25 per
cent. who are below the “poverty
line ” and the qualified poverty
of the salaried
middle-class,
for whom
there is no starvation
or semi-starvation
at present,
and for individual
members of which the prospect of
sinking into the “below poverty line ” class is so slight
as to be negligible.
Taking,
first, the “below
poverty
line ” class, Mr.
Shaw’s proposals
would operate (or not operate) as
follows :(a) Communising
bread : This would reduce the cost of
bread and save a Shilling
or two a week, more or less,
It can be a remedy
of bare
according
to size of family.
starvation
only, not of economic
poverty.
(b) Municipalisation
of building:
This implies
the substitution
of the corporations
for
private landlords,
and might
reduce rents a little,
but as the houses are to be better
built, the amount might be small ; its effect on the abolition
of poverty
would be slight.
(c) Taxation
of unearned wealth : This would give indirect
benefits, though fractional ones as affecting units in this
class.
(d) Regularising
of unemployment
: Labour
exchanges
and maintenance
of economic
labour
would only benefit a
few of the " Poor ” householders,
as so many of them are

non-efficients.
Taking
next the middle-class
“poor “-or
potential
poor- with their prospect of poverty
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)

Would
Would
Would
Would

not apply.
have slight effect.
help them materially.
not apply.
as Mr. Shaw’s suggestions

rather,
:-

Valuable
are, the outline which he gave at York exhibits him, as a politician,
weak on the constructive
side, good theorist
though
he may be.
Is not the dominating
cause of poverty
want of
bread may relieve starvation,
but
money ? Communal
is not the direct line of advance towards the remedy of
class in the category
of
the “grievance
” of the largest
“poverty
” to be found in the provision
of a minimum
subsistence wage ?
Mr. Shaw had intended to follow up his statement
of “Principles
and
of “ remedies ” by a discussion
of the earlier part
Policy ” ; but during the elaboration
of his argument-evidently
a gleeful occupation-he
had no time left even so much as to state the concluding part of it.
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The needs of the political
and economic situation
which exists call for a new unauthorised
pro-gram now
more than ever. The Fabian Society struck-and
struck
a shrewd blow-in
1892 with the issue of “To your
tents, O
Israel ” (the drafting
of which by Shaw was
simply superb), and that manifesto,
together
with its
practical
application
in the formation
of the Labour
Party marked a great advance for Democracy
and for
Socialism.
Why should the Fabian Society not strike
again now, and strike
hard?
Of course, with its
Executive
of twenty and its large and composite membership, it could not act collectively.
But cannot a
characteristically
Fabian way out of the difficulty
be
found?
I imagine there can.
Provided the Society agrees that the time is opportune for a direct move to be made towards the abolition
of poverty (and the fear of it), and that an unauthorised program would be the means, a scheme more or
less as follows might be considered :(I)
Let the members elect or select one of their number
who might offer himself, and commission
him to make a
new and special

study

of poverty,

its causes and cure.

The man of the hour should be Mr. Shaw nem. con.
if he agreed.
What might not be looked for if Mr.
Shaw were to go into retreat-say,
at Kelmscott
(if
that might be), where in the sweet peace of the old
house and garden the Morris
inspiration
must still
dwell-and
study for a month or so the chief Bluebooks of the past twenty years on Poverty, Sweating,
the Defects and Diseases of the Industrial
System,
Factory
Inspectors’
Reports,
etc., the Report
and
Evidence
of the Poor Law Commission
(when it is
out) ; taking works like Booth’s “Life and Labours in
London,”
the York, West Ham, and Middlesbrough
social investigations
for light reading, the while exorcising his own spirit., that it might declare to him
its oracles ; and then writing
a memorandum
on
“ Poverty,”
with a review of principles
and policy, and
a definite scheme of reforms aiming at the abolition of
poverty?
What’ would this mean?
Why this : that the Kelmscott memorandum
(shall I say?) and the enforcement
of it by a fight-to-the-finish
campaign
in the country
would be the long-awaited
Magnum
Opus of George
Bernard Shaw.
(2) Shaw’s
memorandum
should be discussed by him with
the Fabian
executive
with the members
of the Fabian
Society at not less than two meetings,
with the Labour
Party, if they would,
and with individual
members
of it,
unofficially,
if they would not ; Shaw all the
time being
cordially permitted
to select or reject any or all of the criticisms at his own will.

(3) After that,

let Shaw finally

revise his unauthorised

programme,
and, ceasing his ineffective
appeal to the mere
middle classes, go down into the great heart of the democracy and deliver his message face to face to those who
toil in the works, in, the mine, in the factory,
or on the
fields, and their long-suffering
womenkind.

What might not be expected
if such a campaign
were effectively organised ? For when Mr. Shaw began
his mission and combined,
as he could, the winning
qualities of the great campaigners
of the past--the
moral fervour
of Gladstone,
the dramatic
appeal of
Chamberlain,
the practical
sagacity
of Cobden-with
the onset of his own overpowering
personality,
he
would rally to him the best of the manhood and womanhood of England.
Mr. Shaw as the bandier of ideas we all know.
May
he, too, not become a hero of deeds of derring
do?
Mr. Shaw has been the Peter Pan of Socialism long
The people want him as the St. George,
enough.
ready and able to cope with his Dragon.
Whatever
the fruits of a Kelmscott
(I cling to the
hope) campaign
might
be, Socialism,
the integrity
of
he Socialist solution, could only suffer if Mr. Shawafter he had secured
a following
in the country,
accepted an invitation
to join a Liberal
or Unionist
Cabinet.
Those
who
wish to see a new Socialist
which would be, after all, only a party of
group,
epaulettes, should ask themselves
if they think Mr.
Shaw likely to yield to the pressure of wirepullers,
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Socialism and the Drink Supply.
By Cecil Chesterton.
II.
WHAT then shall be the policy which Socialists
must
offer as an alternative
to that of Mr. Asquith and Mrs.
Carrie Nation ?
Almost all Socialists
will answer : “The
Policy of
Municipalisation.”
I have myself written and spoken
more strongly and frequently
than most men in favour
of the Municipal
Public-house,
and I am not disposed
Yet
to retract a word that I have said on the subject,
I have come to feel the need of further definition.
The lessons of the disaster which befel the late Conservative Government,
of the disasters which are daily
befalling
the present Liberal,
have been lost on us,
indeed, if it does not teach
us that nothing
is so
dangerous as a false unity-the
sort of unity, I mean,
which is produced by men of different opinions uniting
on a formula
of large and vague extent,
while the
realities,
the things they really mean and want, are
various and antagonistic.
Mr. Sidney Webb and myself
could both say with perfect sincerity
that we wanted
municipal public-houses,
but I doubt if we should mean
the same thing, and I am quite sure that we do not
want the same thing.
My ideal of the Common
Public-House
(the very
an ugly sound and
word “ municipal ” has acquired
smells of the oligarchy)
is a sort of vast club, of which
all citizens shall be members.
I mean that the mass of
ordinary
men and women, the men and women in the
street, the men and women in the bar, shall create it
as men create a club to suit their own tastes and needs,
shall control it as men control a club which they have
created.
I want it so fashioned as to reflect the will
of those who use it, to belong to them in fact as well
Now, I do not think this is what many
as in name.
Socialists want.
The Puritan Socialists,
who have become unwilling
converts to municipalisation,
want an
unpleasant
public-house
provided for the people, many
humaner Socialists
want a pleasant public-house
proBut few, I think, in their hearts
vided for the people.
want a public-house
provided by
the people.
And that
is what I want.
That is why I am for the present opposed to a
municipal
monopoly.
Mr. Sidney Webb insists upon
a monopoly
because he maintains
that the kind of
public-house
he wants could only exist on that condition-which
means, I suppose, that his public-house
would be so generally odious that no one would use it
while the superior attractions
of a low-down
East End
drinking
den were available.
Now, I do not want such
a public-house.
If the municipality
cannot provide a
jollier as well as a more wholesome place of resort than
the private trader gives, the case for municipalisation,
Of course, it may be said that if
in my view, goes.
Mr. Webb and his friends made their public-house
too
unpleasant the electors would take their revenge on the
This is probably
true ; but it is
next polling-day.
useless to pretend that municipal
bodies exactly reflect
the wishes of the electorate any more than Parliament
The vote may be a protection
against extreme
does.
oppression
(though it is not always that), but it certainly does not at present enable the people to govern.
When we have a real democracy,
a live electorate, and
elected bodies quickly responsive to the general will, we
Until then “the
may trust them with a monopoly.
never-ending
audacity of elected persons ” will continue
and many good Socialists will regard a public monopoly
of the retail drink trade with legitimate
dread.
I would, therefore, go no further at the moment than
to give power to municipal bodies to establish and conduct public-houses
in competition
with those already in
The competition
of the municipal houses, if
existence.
they were run on sound lines, would raise the standard
of comfort and decency in the houses that remained in
on the other hand, the comprivate
hands ; while,
petition
of the publican
would prevent the municipal
authorities
from indulging
in the oligarchical
fads
usually, though most absurdly,
known as “temperance
reform,‘!
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And what of the houses that remain in private hands?
I have already said that I would not attempt to reduce
their numbers.
To do so is to increase the monopoly
value of those that remain.
Besides, already many of
them are shockingly
overcrowded,
as the Bishop of
London has testified, though the Bishop, by a mental
process which I must confess I cannot follow, considers
this a reason for still further
restricting
the accommodation.
Even Mr. Asquith
admitted
that there was “no
mathematical
correspondence
” between the number of
public - houses per population
and the arrests
for
drunkenness per population.
As a matter of fact, there
is no correspondence
at all.
Take the 74 county
boroughs
given in the official returns (Licensing
Statistics, 1907. Cd. 3951). The borough with the smallest
proportion
of on-licenses
is West
Ham
(7.17 per
10,000)
; yet West Ham has 43.08 arrests for drunkenness per 10,000
of the population,
occupying
thirtythird place in order of sobriety.
On the other hand, the
borough with the largest proportion
of on-licenses (excluding the City of London, which is obviously
exceptional), is Canterbury
(57.23 per 10,000).
Yet though
there are eight times as many public-houses
in proportion to population
in Canterbury
as in West Ham,
Canterbury
has only 13.74 arrests for drunkenness
per
10,000 population,
being the sixth most sober county
borough in England.
But it may be said that West Ham
and Canterbury
are towns of a very different type.
Let
us then take four towns of a more or less similar character, all prosperous
manufacturing
towns situated
in the West Riding
of Yorkshire,
Leeds, Bradford,
Halifax,
and Huddersfield.
The figures are as follows :Licenses
Arrests for
drunkenness
Per
10,000.
per 10,000.
Leeds . . .
...
. . . 15.31
...
43.74
Bradford
...
. . . 21.39
...
37.27
25.15
..,
20.16
Halifax
Huddersfield
1::
1:: 28.79
...
23.73
It will be seen that the drunkenness of these towns is
almost in inverse ratio to the supply of public-houses.
Similarly
in Lancashire,
St. Helens, with fewer publichouses per population
than Blackburn,
has nearly twice
with two public-houses
as many drunkards ; Salford,
for every three in Manchester,
has many more arrests.
Add to this the Continental
experience,
and the case
is almost conclusive.
No city has so many “facilities
”
for drinking
as Paris, where whole streets consist of
nothing but licensed premises ; in no city do you SO
But if it be true that no
seldom see a drunken man.
good purpose is served by reducing
the number of
public-houses, what reason is there to suppose that any
evil results from their increase?
It is certain that
the drink monopoly could be broken to-morrow,
without any question of compensation
or of a time-limit
could get a
arising, if any man of decent character
license by payment of a moderate
duty whenever he
He might retain this license during good
wanted it.
behaviour and subject to his conforming
to certain regulations which the State would certainly
find it necessary to impose.
First, there ought to be a stringent
regulation
of the
The general indignation
which has
hours of labour.
been excited among all decently chivalrous
men by the
infamous proposal to fling thousands of honest, hardworking girls out of their employment,
has perhaps
blinded us too much to the real need of reform in the
conditions of a barmaid’s
work.
The hours during
which these girls have to work are outrageously
long.
That young girls should stand behind a bar, as many
do, from eight in the morning
till half-past twelve at
night with only two hours off for rest and, perhaps, an
hour or an hour and a half for meals-a
working
day
of over twelve hours-is
little short of a national disgrace. When it is added that they have no regular
weekly holiday
and generally
think themselves
well
treated if they get a day off once a month, the necessity
of legislation
surely becomes paramount.
Let no one
suppose that the work is easy ; it involves long standing and at times intense strain on the attention,
it is
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trying alike to the limbs and the nerves.
Look into a
public-house
at twelve-thirty
and see how tired and
worn out the girls seem, remembering
that they still
have a good half-hour’s
washing and clearing up to do
before they can snatch a few hours’ sleep.
The idea
that a girl’s morals are injured by serving behind a bar
is, of course, laughable ; but that her health and good
looks are often cruelly injured is only too true.
Having enforced a forty-eight
hour week for all those
employed in public-houses,
we could safely repeal all
restrictions
upon the hours of opening.
Neo-Puritan
hypocrisy
was never made more manifest than in the
attempt to justify Sunday closing as a safeguard against
overwork.
No sooner had the Liberals
and some
Labourites
advanced this argument
than they stultified
it by permitting
the opening of public-houses
during
extended hours for the sale of non-intoxicants-as
if
there were more labour involved in serving beer than in
serving coffee ! For my part, I would let the publican
decide when he would open and close his house, provided the forty-eight
hours’ week for the employees was
strictly observed.
If he wished to keep open later he
would
have
to employ
more
hands.
Probably
in most cases it would
not be worth
his while
to do this.
In some exceptional
cases it would be worth
his while.
The houses round about Fleet Street which
cater for compositors
and journalists
would probably
find it profitable
to keep open all night.
Those in the
theatre area might find it convenient to close at one or
half-past.
In each case the matter would settle itself
comfortably
to the public convenience.
Another set of restrictions
which ought to be at once
swept away are those which prevent music, dancing,
and games in public-houses.
Every house ought as a
matter of course to have a music and dancing license.
As the Rev. Stewart Headlam, who has fought so many
noble and courageous
battles for common sense and
humanism in these matters, has said, it would be much
better temperance policy to turn every public-house
into
a music-hall
than to turn every music-hall
into a teetotal institution.
Lastly, we must frame comprehensively
and enforce
strictly laws against the sale of inferior or adulterated
drink.
This is the root evil of the present liquor trade.
It is a far wickeder thing than any encouragement
of
drunkenness could be. I am quite willing that a publican
who knowingly
supplies a tipsy man with more drink
should lose his license.
But the publican who sells bad
liquor ought to be instantly clapped into prison, whither
the brewer or distiller who manufactures
it should accompany him.
This is the real national problem, and the problem of
the Drink Supply, and next week I shall endeavour to
outline a method of dealing with it on national lines.

Occasional Reflections.
By Edgar Jepson.
AFTER long

reflection
and several inquiries,
I have
found out what is really the matter with the Labour
Party : it is gentlemanliness.
That is not only the
effect of being in the House of Commons, mixing night
after night with all those black-coated
gentlemanly
fellows, many of them looking quite clean ; it is also, and
even more, the effect of that Royal Garden Party.
Of
course, I am aware that the Labour Party did not really
want to go to the Royal Garden Party ; but its wife
did, and so it had to. But once there, every man in it
received a dazzling
and ineffable vision, just like St.
Paul, of the beauty of behaving nicely ; since when he
has done nothing else. Also, unlike St. Paul, some of
them have received a good deal of moral support in the
matter
of acting up to their vision ; their fair cheeks
have been stroked by beautiful
ladies in whose veins
flows some of the bluest Liberal blood in the country.
Who couldn’t behave nicely on such sweet terms?
But
you do not behave nicely when you upset people ; so the
Labour Party no longer prods the fat-fed swine which
snore on the Front Benches ; it has grown far too
gentlemanly
to act in such an ill-behaved manner.
Also,
as long as you behave nicely, you are of very little use
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to anyone in this world, except perhaps your gallant
self ; and there are thousands and thousands of little
children who will to-night surely cry themselves to sleep,
very hungry and very cold, because the beatific vision
of pretty manners has been vouchsafed
to the Labour
Party.
*
*
*
Mr. Hamilton
Fyfe may well ask, “ Must a Socialist
be a crank? ” I was talking the other day to one of
our burning young Empire-builders
; and he said to me
with tears in his eyes and voice, “Yes ; I see that Socialism is the only chance ; and I should like to be a
Socialist.
But my wife won’t let me ; she thinks I
should have to be a Mormon too.”
Biting my nether
lip, I turned on my heel and left him to his vain task
of threshing
the outer darkness.
There was just
nothing to be done.
‘It would have been an utter waste
of breath to try to convince her, through him, that this
was not so. I have no shadow of a doubt that she has
a settled conviction-and
small blame to her-that
Socialism
is Mormonism
masquerading
under another
name, and that the Fabian Executive
is a secret Mormon conclave acting under the direct cabled instructions of the successor of Brigham Young.
There is no
unsettling such a conviction once it is rooted in a female
heart ; there is no gainsaying
that she has grounds for
it ; and she never will let her poor husband be a SoSo there is another really useful man lost to
cialist.
Socialism-thanks
to the slosh-wallopers.
*
*
*
There never was a scheme of life into which so many
cranks have flocked as into Socialism.
At some Socialist meetings it is hardly possible to hear the speakers
for the buzzing of the bees in the members’ bonnets.
Someone may urge that really as many cranks flocked
into Christianity
; but Christianity
has had about sixteen hundred years longer run than Socialism ; and anyhow Socialism will catch it up in the matter of crankery
in a couple of years.
One never knows what test of
Socialism the next Socialist is going to put up, whether
he is going to make it consist in a passionate admiration
of Striated Barley as a breakfast
food, or of the later
works of tiresome Tolstoy,
or in membership
of a
I am glad to observe that some of
polyandric
harem.
the Socialist leaders are beginning
to see that while,
when English
Socialism
was in its infancy,
it was
perhaps useful to let the crank have his gush, because
he swelled its numbers, that now he is not so much
harmful.
of no use to it as increasingly
They would
not clear him out of it, Heaven forbid ! But they do
show signs of a more frequent readiness to impress on
him the serious beauty of shutting his head.
*
*
-x
Of all the cranks who muddle up Socialism,
who
waste the time, and wear out the patience of the keen
Socialists
who want to get something
done, the sexcrank, whether he be a Mormon or a mere polyandrist,
is the worst.
Early Christianity
suffered badly from
Of course,
them ; Early Socialism is suffering worse.
they are as earnest as they are noisy ; most of them
have the intense seriousness which comes of heartfelt
She has got the man she doesn’t want, or
discomfort.
hasn’t got the man she does want; he has got the woman
he doesn’t want, or hasn’t got the woman he does want.
They are Socialists of a kind ; and it would not matter
so much if they were Socialists
first and sex-cranks
afterwards
; but they are not.
The waste of the world
bulks so very much smaller in their minds than their
personal sex discomforts.
It is natural enough ; but
they clutter up Socialism in a really appalling fashion.
Their writings,
their speeches, and their doings have
hindered and weakened it more than all the opposition
of the shop-keepers,
landlords,
trust-runners,
and all
their ha’penny henchmen.
Doubtless the sex relations
need readjusting
; but though they may be the noisiest,
they are not the most important
thing in the world.
Among other things the starving of the children, physically, mentally,
morally, and spiritually
is far more important than the aching of the women.
We should do
well to get on with the starving
child and let the
aching woman wait.
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new war machine, coming as it has so promptly
after the remarkable
speech by Mr. John Russell, M.P
in the House on the 20th of last month, will find the
narrow path of Public Opinion paved for its way into
actual use.
As Mr. Russell put the matter :“A crisis has come which must be faced. The modern
fighting-man,
soldier, butcher, call him what you will,
has made definite representations
that he must know in
what way he benefits the community
at large, by killing
or being killed in the gigantic
butcheries which follow
in the wake of certain political
‘ talkee-talkees.’
In
fact, like the prisoners of last century, if he must tread
the mill-in
his case the mill of death-he
is desirous of
knowing
that it is doing some actual work.
He has
become an individual,
thinking
unit-a
unit capable of
using the brain of which he is possessed.
He has risen
above the semi-hysterical
fervour of the ignoramus
of
half a century ago, who went forth to kill, with the
feeling that he was engaged in a glorious-nay,
the
most glorious vocation to which man can be called : a
state of mind which was carefully
fostered by men of
higher attainments
; though not always of higher intellect.
These latter put forward in favour of the profession of human butcher,
that the said butchery
of
their fellows, and the running of the same risk, were
the best means of developing
all that is highest and
most heroic in man. We of this age ‘ ha’e oor doots ’
though, even now, there be some who still swear by the
ancient belief, pointing
to the Nations of the Classics
and showing that when they ceased to be soldiers they
fell from the heights they had gained by arms, and
became soft of fibre and heart.
To the first of these
I would reply that in these days of high national intellectuality
we are realising
that the killing
of some
mother’s son does not help the logical solution of the
question : To whom should the South Pole belong
More, that the power of Universal
Law (the loom of
which even now we can see) will usurp the place of the
ancient butcher-in
other words, that intellectual
sanity
will reign in place of unreasoning,
foolish slaughter.
“To the second danger,
that of becoming
soft of
fibre and heart, I will oppose the fact that to lead the
life of a civilian in this present century of ours, calls for
as much sheer pluck, heroic courage, and fortitude
as
was possessed by the most blood - drunken
human
butcher of the old days.
“If any have doubts on this point, let them try to
imagine
the ancient
Roman
soldier-hero
facing
the
problem of 270 miles per hour in one of our up-to-date
a trip round the earth in
mono-rail
cars ; or, further,
one of the big flying boats, at a speed of from 600 to
800 miles an hour, and they will, I think, agree that
there is some little reason with me.
“ ‘ Oh,’ I hear the cry, ‘ that’s because we’re used to
it. Let them get used to it, and they wouldn’t
mind.
“ True, my friends ; but so were the Ancients used to
slaughter
; almost as much so as we’re used to our
mono-rail
and flying boats.
Yet there were cowards
then, who shirked fighting,
and never won free from
their cowardice ; for all that they lived in a very atmosphere of war.
There are cowards to-day, who have
never travelled
above the puny rate of 100
miles an
hour, and who never will ; though all about them is the
roar of our higher speeds ; for the rest, the courage of
the man of to-day is well suited to the needs of his time ;
far more so than if he were gifted with the sort possessed by some ancient hero.
“But to get back to our muttons, as an ancient saying has it. War is still with us. So long as nations
remain separate,
having
separate and conflicting
interests, so long will the profession
of human-butcher
remain a hideous fact, until the time when we are
agreed to form a World-Nation,
policed, instead of
butchered, into order.
“ A World-Nation
is the cure for the causeless slaughTHE
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ter which obtains at the present date ; yet it is a cure
that lies in the future, and our Aim at present is to make
the best of that which we cannot escape.
To this end
I have two propositions
to make ; though they might
both come under one head, and that is Economy.
“The first would deal with expenditure.
It will be
remembered
that up to the summer of ‘51 the ‘ gay ?
uniform
was not entirely
discarded among the home
regiments.
On that date, however, it was finally abandoned, and universal brown became the accepted covering.
Yet, in many ways this uniform is needlessly expensive, and I would suggest in place thereof the usual
butcher’s blue overalls.
This only by the way.
I would
dismiss all officers, and appoint in place thereof, to each
hundred men, a head butcher.
This will be sufficient
for the present.
I will explain later other ways in which
the expenditure
might be still further cut down.
“The second portion of my proposals
for economy
deals with an innovation-Receipts
! Yes, I would have
receipts.
“Given
the fact that there is, and seems likely yet
awhile to be, a need for human butchering
; then, in
the name of any small fragment
of common sense we
may possess, let us put the thing on a saner, more
business-like
footing-And
Save the Meat !
(Loud
cheers.)
Aye, save the meat, economise ; treat it as the
business it is-and
a nasty, dirty business at that.
Like
reasonable people, go the best, the most direct way to
get it done and over as quickly and efficiently as possible.
We could, in the event of my suggestion
being
adopted, point out to the victims that they were, at
least, not dying quite in vain.”
Mr. Russell then went on to make suggestions :“ War would, of course, have to be conducted on
somewhat different lines than has been the case hitherto.
Also, we should have to make International
agreements
that all nations should conform to the new methods of
doing our killing.
But no doubt it could be arranged.
The item of economy would prove a mighty argument
in its favour,
“As to the actual scheme, there are several which I
have in my mind, any one of which would do. To take
one. We will suppose that there is a matter in dispute
between two nations, and we are one of them.
Well,
we would, according
to my idea, have a committee to
study its importance,
size, risks, desirabilities,
etc.everything,
in fact, except the morality of it ; then we
would refer to statistics
of various ‘ kills ’ in former
butcheries, and so-taking
all the points into consideration-strike
an average, and form an estimate of the
number to be killed to make a sure thing of it. The
other side would do the same, and neither would know
the number of men the other had voted to the settling
This would supply a splendid element’
of the business.
of chance, well calculated to give opportunities
for developing all the necessary heroic qualities
which any,
man could hope to have.
“The next part of the work would be to pick the men.
They would be chosen by lot ; so many from each
station - a method well calculated
to improve
their
nerve, hardihood,
manhood,
stoicism,
fortitude,
and
As the last stand of those
many other good qualities.
who uphold war has been its beneficial
effect on the
manhood of the nation, it will be seen that my proposition must meet with their approval ; for, before a blow
has been struck, a large proportion
of the training
has
been accomplished.
“Having
now picked our butchers (or victims), their
numbers as per estimate of the Meat Office-I
mean
the War Office-we
would turn them into a big pen
along with
the chosen number which the opposing
nation had voted as being necessary to accomplish their
Each man would be provided
with a knife
purpose.
and steel, and-commencing
work at the usual working hour of the country
in which the butchering
is
effected-would
proceed to the slaying
with all the
The survivors
would,
of
speed at their command.
The slaying over,
course, be esteemed the winners.
the meat would be packed and sold by the winning side
the cost of a
to defray expenses, in this wise minimising
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somewhat unpleasant but-according
to many learned
men -a very necessary and honourable business.
“This meat should sell well ; for I can imagine that
there should be considerable satisfaction in eating one’s
enemy : moreover, I am told that it is a very old
custom.
“I would suggest, in closing, that the butchers
receive instruction
from the Head Butchers in the
proper methods of killing.
At present they put far
more science into destroying bullocks quickly and comfortably than in performing the same kind office for
their fellows. If a man must be killed, at least let him
be treated no more barbarously than a bullock. Further,
they would have to learn, when killing, not to spoil the
joints. Let every man understand his trade ! ”
Here Mr. John Russell made an end amid profound
cheering from the whole House.

“ On the Beach alone at Night.”
the sand of a hundred little bays the tide is now
coming in, rolling on the beach and gleaming as it
turns into ripples on the shore. As the water rises and
falls there is a faint noise, so regular and gentle, that
it seems like a person breathing in sleep. This monotonous sound alone breaks the stillness, but the sun is
sparkling on the waves and the shallow waters close to
land are dyed with radiant shades of green and purple.
There are the tiny, lonely bays of tropical islands, far
away from civilisation,
unclouded by any human
No wretched people have paced
sorrow or despair.
along these shores, no one has waded seaward to return
no more, no lovers. have come here by moonlight, stored
None of these things
with their vast, uneasy thoughts.
still unhaunted by
have happened. It is virgin-land,
us, with all our unhappy problems and our tragedies
and our deaths. Here everything is primeval and elemental. This tide that is advancing now has advanced
in exactly the same way for a thousand years, and will
not alter for a thousand years. Just as it has always
done, it will wash the coast and go out again into the
depth of the ocean. Just as it has always done, it will
leave behind it these dim sea-lives and swallow them
again a few hours later. Everything within its cycle
is unchanging and lovely with all the fulness of romance
and atmosphere.
If you stand by the beach you will
feel the warm water lapping around your feet, and you
will see it glinting away into the distance and everywhere there is only the murmur of the breaking wavelets and the sea-borne pebbles.
Look round at each
side of you, where the little wings of the bay are dipping down into, the sea and mingling their green with its
green. In front of you the ocean, behind you the blue,
distant hills. The sun’s fierce heat begins to lessen
and the afternoon is wearing through. Already the first
frogs and cicalas are starting their unending song.
Here no long twilight divides day from night.
All of
a sudden the sun will dip into the burning sea and the
full chorus will burst out, and the stars will appear
in the pale, opal sky. The premonitions of night are
upon you. A warm breeze springs up in the gathering
dusk and dies away ; and scents of night flowers from
the dark jungle fill the air. The swirl of the water
glooms phosphorescent, and the spark of fireflies is like
a million tiny lamps swinging to and fro. Over the
West there hangs a fading yellow cloud, telling of the
sunken sun. Away at sea a ship is passing, and its
lights shine before you. But how strange they seem
to you -where
from ? where to? who is on board ?
Underneath the stars, wrapt around by darkness and
the sea-waste, it is hurrying, Gold knows where. Old
ideas swim back into your memory, likening the ship
to life, voyaging blindly into the future, leaving what
it values behind it, to seek always, and indeed vainly,
the happy gardens of the Golden Apples. So it has
OVER
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disappeared into the night, and you wait on there, listening to the beat of the surf and drawing in the fresh
smell of the sea. Above the ridge of the horizon the
moon comes up and, throws before it a glimmer upon
the sky like a pallid dawn. How calm it looks with
its unconscious and serene advance, casting a wedge
of silver across the sea, lighting up the black eddies of
the swell and the ocean-roll upon the outer reef. A
peculiar aloofness appears to lie in the vacant eyes
of the night.
Brightly though moon and stars may
shine on us, yet they seem to know that the world is
‘weary and diseased, and to be waiting for it to die and
mingle once again with chaos. It is as though they
looked at it with curiosity -neither
with pity nor with
anger.
But beyond all imagery what is this feeling,
this impalpable, hovering emotion? What is this, so
old, so personal, so impossible to impart? Yes, there
is a secret. Everything is beautiful and inexplicable.
The moon is softly reflecting itself in the wave and
deeply sleeps the ancient earth. All night long the
sea heaves with the ebb or flow of the tide, and the
water, pushing on the sand, brings with it its oceanmurmur, like the sea-shell held to the ear.
Low
whisperings are in the air, and voices laden as with
Something in these tropical
melody and sadness.
nights gives you the true agony of desire. It is imperishable, and will remain with you for ever. But in
a moment it all changes. A wind straight off the sea
brushes past. A faint pink glows upon the eastern sky
and the stars wane, The night is over and the frogs
cease and sleep flees away. More definite colours pervade and rapidly grow and widen. At last the sun itself rushes upwards, flaming over the level plains,
gleaming upon the waters, lighting up the whole with
clearness and glory.
Day is here and brims upon the
twinkling sea and causes the distant hills to step close.
There, where the rosy hues are penetrating into the
hollows, romance dwells, always beyond reach, in the
far-off, in the mystic regions of the morning.
Walking
back from the shore you can climb a little hill, that
opens out to you an expanse of sea and land.
With
this splendid view unfolding itself before you and the
intense throb of the tropics all round you, are you
filled with a sense of optimism just to be alive and feel
that existence is joyful, or are you more than ever filled
‘with a sense of delusion and the mysterious nothingness
of life? Who can tell !
R. H. P. CURLE.

Reminiscence.
Do you remember a day of Springtime
Long ago?
A golden day that the Past has buried
Under its snow?
Do you remember the sailors chattering
Along the quay?
The dead fish gleaming, the brown sails streaming
Away to sea?
Do you remember the little graveyard
Upon the hill?
Where the mariners sleep with their faces seaward,
So still, so still !
Do you remember the sweet Spring breezes
Whispering there ?
And all the passion, and all the splendour
Of the wild Spring air?
It set our pulses throbbing and beating,
It stirred the God,
Till we half-forgot the mortals around us
Under. the sod !
Yet still we wandered past their dwellings,
With tender tread,
Lest we should waken from their dreaming
The happy Dead !
DORA WILCOX,
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BOOK OF THE WEEK.
Recent Verse.
“Selections from the Poems of Lionel Johnson.”
(Elkin
Matthews.
1S. net.) “The Poems of A. C. Benson ” ; “The
Call of Dawn,” by E. C. Wingfield-Stratford.
(Lane. 5s.
net each.) “ Lyrics by a Briton in Gallia,”
by Norman
Hill.
(Samurai.
2s. net).
“ Some Emotions,” by C. Granville.
(Open Road. 2s. net). “Dramatic
Odes and Rhapsodies,” by F. P. B. Osmaston. (Kegan Paul. 5s. net).
“In a Street: In a Lane,” by N. W. Byng. (Elkin Matthews. 1S. 6d. net). ” Short Poems,” by Clansman. (Kegan
Paul. 1s. net.) ‘ The Bridge Builders,” by Harrold Johnson. (Nutt.
1S. net.) “Songs of Oriel,” by Shane Leslie ;
‘(The Bell Branch,” by J. H. Cousins. (Maunsel.
1S. net
each). “Sea-Dreams,
and Others,” by Amy SkovgaardPedersen. (Hazell, Watson).
too, and more Apollo,
spoke through
the
visionaries
and devotees of the Church ; and taking
much of the Cathedral’s
sad worn beauty, the voice of
Lionel Johnson sounds with a refined melancholy
the
regret of the old spirituality,
in an age when both
Apollo and Dionysus
have fled into obscure corners,
withdrawn
from its pale, hollow hypocrisy and rationalism. Alas ! how far-off from that old ecstasy we are is
proved by the dull respectability
of such books as “The
Poems of A. C. Benson ” and “The Call of Dawn,” by
E. C. Wingfield-Stratford.
I have no heart to say
much about these two books, both big, both by men of
Cambridge
University,
both commonplace,
with
no
touch of Promethean
fire, or of the imagination
that
sent Persephone to Pluto and set Demeter wandering
over the earth or Hercules climbing
trees in the Hesperides for golden apples.
Mr. Wingfield-Stratford
has
more energy, perhaps because he has read Nietzsche,
and a lot to say about the duty of poets, of which,
reasoning everything,
he knows nothing.
Art, Poesy,
Beauty, Want, Slavery, Greed, Mammon,
Man, Will,
Time, Space, Death, Hell, God, Love are a few of the
bogeys that stalk through
his pages, helmeted withcapitals, and accompanied by Richard Jefferies.
But of
the inner essential music, Mr. Wingfield-Stratford
and
Mr. A. C. Benson have nothing.
Both seem to think
that poetry is made by versifying
the ordinary thoughts
that come to them as they walk through field and wood
and lane and over moors.
But poetry is made by art
directing
the emotions and moving
in a dream ; and
Nature, as Oscar Wilde has said, and as Scott proved,
She only provides poetry with the ornaments
is a bore.
that set off or suggest the intensity of the vision.
And
so I look on these two books as sheer wasted effort‘.
The lack of artistic direction is a standing reproach,
and is inexcusable
in the writer of “ Lyrics by a Briton
in Gallia,”
who has been to the home of art and only
found Béranger ; his title betrays him. Rationalist,
republican,
and pro-Boer,
he has no interest as a poet.
Somewhat
finer are “Some
Emotions,”
sincere, but
after the heart of the New Theologists
or readers of the
“ Literary
Guide.”
And was it because he lacked art
that Mr. Osmaston took Browning’s?
Having
found
in Browning
the main source of his inspiration
(and
stolen one of his titles, “A Death in the Desert “), the
natural
thing to do next was to show that poet his
business-in
“An Amateur.”
The odes are quite flat ;
but the dramatic monologues in the style of Browning’s
‘ Andrea del Sarto ” have caught some of the spirit and
manner of the original ; they are often interesting,
and
contain fine lines ; but there is no praise for a poet who
deliberately
apes a dead master.
And now I come to a few books in which I can find
My humanity-a
devil !-was
something
to praise.
touched by N. W. Byng’s “In a Street : In a Lane “verse that has the appeal, “In a Street‘,” of Laurence
Binyon’s
“London
Visions,”
with an added charm of
greater simplicity
; while “ In a Lane ” has the quality
of A. E. Housman’s
“Shropshire
Lad,” with the sombre
pessimism wiped out by the Elizabethan
feeling in :
When chill October nights are clear,
And white the lane beneath the moon,
And ghostly looks the alders wear,
And night winds through the rushes croonWhen I lie in my bed asleep,
DIONYSUS,
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“ A most apposite tract for the times.‘*-Westminster Gazette.

A POOR MAN’S

HOUSE.

By STEPHEN
REYNOLDS.
Crown 8vo.
6s.
“The problem of poverty is much on men’s mind. Here in this
book is first-hand evidence. . . . He has a sympathy which is a kind of
genius. “-Westminster
Gazette.
“ Mr. Reynolds writes of the poor man with a comprehension that is
all the more valuable because it is inspired with a great tenderness.“English Review, in Editorial on Unemployment.

ARTHUR’S,

By A. NEIL
LYONS.
6s.
“The work is a mirror of a phase of the low London life of to-day, as
true as certain of Hogarth’s transcripts in the eighteenth century, and
far more tender.“-Times
“ In its way a masterpiece. . . . a book of realism touched with poetry
and romance. . . . It is life translated into words as the great painters
translated flesh and blood into colour. I do not know whether most to
admire its humour or its pathos, its picturesqueness, its force, or its
consummate artistry.“-New
Age.

OUR

DAILY

BREAD,

By CLARA VIEBIG, Author of “ Absolution.”
6s.
“ Not only of great human interest, but also extremely valuable as a
study of the conditions in which a large section of the poorer classes
. . * . spend their lives. Clara Viebig manipulates her material with
extraordinary vigour.“ -Athenaeum.’

ORTHODOXY.

By G. K. CHESTERTON
Crown&o.
5s. net.
“Of such verve and spirit that we are carried along before we know
where we are going, but always-essentially-in
the right direction.
Behind it is a fine and buoyant spirit, as well as an intelligence that
really illuminates--”
Westminster Gazette.
‘* Mr. Chesterton’s masterpiece.“-Daily
News.

JOHN
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CONTEMPORARY
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IRISH
IRELAND.

HEAD

BOOKS.

By L.

PAUL DUBOIS.
An
by T. M. KETTLE, M.P. In one volume

English Translation.
Edited
Demy 8vo, cloth, 7s. 6d. net.
The most elaborate work yet produced dealing with the past, present, and
future
of Ireland . . . is a masterly thesis-a model of polemical literature.“DailyTelegraph.
Abounds in suggestive ideas and novel points of view. , . . Mr. Kettle . . ,
has performed
the task of introduction with much ability.“ -Glasgow
Herald.
No more thorough and capable study of Irish conditions and the signs and
omens
that lie hidden among them has been published for many years than this
substantial
volume.“-Daily
News.
NEW
NOVELS.
BY A NEW IRISH HUMOURIST.
BALLLYGULLION.
BY LYNN DOYLE.
Crown 8vo. gilt. 6s.
Mr. COULSON
KERNAHAN,
having picked up a copy of “ Ballygullion”by
chance,
writes the Author as follows: “ I took it up to glance at it , , . my
glance’ kept me glued to the pages till I had come to the end. You have given
meright
a good time, and I am very grateful. . , . I shall do what I can to make
the book
known to my friends-a new humourist should be treasure shared.”
‘TheIrish Independent says: ‘ Shares equally with W. W. Jacobs . . . the
power
to make you laugh.”
TheFreeman’s Journal says: ‘*The author draws his characters with a rare
knowledge
of the Northern peasantry, both Catholic and Protestant, and Father
Connolly’s
speech to the Ballygullion Creamery Society is a masterpiece in Its
way.
. . * The book would be an ideal gift for the coming festive season, being
bound
with rare taste, and containing between its two covers, waiting to be
released,
pent-up explosions of delightful laughter.”
PRISONER
OF HIS WORD.
BY LOUIE BENNETT.
Crown 8vo. 6s.
This entrancing book. . . . It would be almost impossible to overpraise the
way
the story is told. . . . The accounts of Russell and his companions are
vividlyhistorical, not mere portraits, but instinct with life and individuality.
With all this insight into history and character, every line is picturesque
and striking.“ -Freeman’s Journal.
NEW
POETRY.

THE IRISH

POEMS

OF

ALFRED

PERCEVAL

GRAVES.
With a Preface by Dr. DOUGLAS HYDE, and a Cover Design
by Miss BEATRICE ELVERY.
Vol. I.-Songs of the Gael ; A Gaelic Storytelling.
Vol. II.-Irish
Country-side
Songs; Irish Love Songs and
Ballads. Each volume sold separately. Boards, 2s. net ; leather, 3s. net,
Mr. Graves gives us good songs, as we have said, largely because of his
catholicity.. . . They are fine Irish songs in the idiomatic sense. Mr. Graves
has caught
the true manner, not the mannerism, of the Gaelic renaissance.
No
other writer from Kerry to Donegal could have written these country-side
poems.“ --Spectator.
By ALICE
MILLIGAN.
Crown 8vo, antique
HERO LAYS.
paper, buckram gilt, 2s. 6d. net.
There can be no doubt that Miss Milligan is a poet of more than ordinary
quality.. . . She has the root of the matter in her, which is a great deal more
than
can be said of the average poet ; and what is more, she is already something
of an
artist, and her range is wide.“ -Academy.
SONGS OF ORIEL.
By SHANE LESLIE.
Fcap. 8vo, boards,
1s. net.
THE BELL-BRANCH. By JAMES H. COUSINS. Fcap. 8vo,
boards, 1s. net.
Please write
for Catalogue
of Recent
Publications.
ABBEY
STREET, DUBLIN.
nMAUNSEL & CO,, LTD , 96, MIDDLE
Just Published.

1 Vol., 430 pp., 7s. 6d.

postfree.

THE LIFE AND WORLDWORK
OF THOMASLAKE HARRIS.
Written from direct personal knowledge, by ARTHUR A. CUTHBERT
an almost life-long associate.
All interested will receive free a copy of the Preface, showing the full
aim and purpose of the work, by application to the Publishers,

C. W. PEARCE & CO,, 139, West Regent Street, Glasgow.
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Then out the goblin painters creep,
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Oh, ho,
To paint the toadstools red,
While I lie drowsy in my bed.
The simple acts of life symbolise
themselves
into the
significant
dread of life.
I think I can say that there is
much good, clearly seen, well imagined,
and strongly
felt poetry in this book. I like in “Clansman’s
” “ Short
Poems ” the touches of delicate word-picturing,
not for
description’s
sake, but to convey something of the poet
himself ; and this in another mood :
Full of the scent of the sea and drowning weed,
Come, with the rising tide, O wind of the misty deep !
Sing in the masts of the harbour till man shall heed,
Faint blue smoke shall rise like a wraith of sleep.
Mr. Harrold Johnson is more ambitious in “The Bridge
Builders,”
who are those who, scorning
the downstream
morality
of barbarism
and the up-stream
morality
of asceticism,
take themselves to the building
across-stream
of a causeway of civilisation,
social service, and brotherhood-a
most terrifying
task for a
poet ; and Mr. Johnson is at his worst when his philosophy is before him.
He has a fine love of his country,
and some of the poems (“ For England “) make one
wistful ; yet others are marred by easy-come sentiment.
Another
string
is touched in “The
Seasons,”
which
shows Mr. Johnson quietly emotional in the wake of the
year.
But the lines to Mr. George Cadbury in “Poems
Chiefly Lyrical ” point to his essential weakness. While
he is content to talk of “a clean Press, the Guardian of
the Age,” he can have nothing vital to say and no buttresses for bridges.
Mr. Johnson is not stern enough
towards himself, and he should not be content with the
first word ; the one that comes after is always better.
Mr. Shane Leslie’s “Songs of Oriel ” have passion and
sternness, unwithered
by the sickly breath of fraternal
democracy.
The song of Ireland which Lionel Johnson
sang in that Gothic fane of his imagination
Mr. Leslie
sings among the hills and lakes, the winds and monuments of Ireland
and among her people.
He uses
imaginary
words.
Another
Irish
poet, Mr. J. H.
Cousins, is already known to NEW AGE readers as the
author of Suffragette
sonnets ; but this must not prejudice any against
him.
The poems in “The
Bell
Branch ” contain much beauty. Am I doing Mr. Cousins
an injustice to say that he has lately come under the
influence of A.E. and his little group of poets, whose
anthology
was published a year or so ago?
Without
seeing Mr. Cousins’
previous
work, one can do no
more than signal the kinship of some of the poems in
this book with those in the anthology-the
pantheistic
“Amergin,”
by Susan L. Mitchell,
Padraic
Colum’s
poems, for instance, and with A. E.‘s own work. There
are touches, too, of W. B. Yeats, and besides this
purely spiritual
work,
verse of a sensuous,
English
inspiration,
perhaps the true J. H. Cousins.
*
*
*
*
We return to Dionysus,
whom we have forgotten
in
the cities-whose
presence is yet felt by Miss SkovShe has heard Pan singing :
gaard-Pedersen.
I am the soul of life,
Piping a-down the woodlands,
Piping amid the strife !
and she has hymned Dionysus.
The rich imagination
and sense of life which the two gods confer on their
worshippers
have been given to her, and her verse and
the translation
she gives of “ Arabesk,”
a wonderful
poem by the Dane, J. P. Jacobsen, are suffused with
colour, over which Apollo, in her moments of weariness,
has thrown the mantle of dreams.
I think she looks

A genuine highclass beverage of
absolute
purity,
having
the greatest
strength and finest
flavour.
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upon the sea until her heart is beaten to madness by its
rhythm, until her eye is enlarged by its changing iridescence, and her ear is glutted with music.
F. S. FLINT.

REVIEWS.
William

Morris.

By Alfred Noyes. English
Men of
Letters series. (Macmillan
and Co. 2s. net.)
Twice in the history of the English
Men of Letters
series has Viscount Morley made an experiment.
The
first was when he invited
Mr. G. K. Chesterton
to
write on Browning
; and that on the whole was successful.
The second was when he invited Mr. Alfred
Noyes to write on William
Morris ; and that has been
lamentably
disastrous.
Mr. Noyes is a poet of considerable distinction ; but his critical faculty would disgrace a tenth-rate
office-boy.
His criticism
of Mr.
Bernard Shaw’s “Dramatic
Opinions and Essays,” for
instance, in the “ Bookman ” was a positive revelation
of his incapacity
for anything
like intelligent
criticism.
We have more than a shrewd
suspicion
that the
mysterious
“ X ” of “ Blackwood’s
Magazine ” was not
unconnected with Mr. Noyes.
There were times when
we cared a great deal for Mr. Noyes.
Certain of his
poems “jumped
to our eyes ” as it were, and we felt
that here was a man who would worthily
follow after
Swinburne.
We still think highly of Mr. Noyes ; but
we beseech him to abstain from criticism ; not because
we do not agree with his views, but simply and solely
because he does not know what he is talking
about.
His remarks-we
can only describe them as “ remarks ”
-on
Morris would be impertinent
if they were only a
little more intelligent.
As it is they are merely foolish.
It is not necessary to dissect the book in public print in
order to prove our point.
That would be more cruel
even than Mr. Noyes deserves.
The best thing to do
with it is to forget it. We have no hope that Messrs.
Macmillan
will withdraw
it from circulation.
We can
only imagine
that they took Viscount
Morley’s
word
for its value ; and we can only imagine that Viscount
Morley either does not know anything
about Morris
or that he has been too busy destroying
the liberty of
Indian subjects to read Mr. Noyes’s MS.
We remember hearing a friend declare that Mr. Noyes, when at
Oxford, bore the reputation
of being the very stupidest
man at the University.
We, with memories of Mr.
Noyes’s
work in our mind, remonstrated
with our
friend.
We were rude to him, in short ; but since
reading
this book we have seriously
considered
the
advisability
of calling upon him with abject apologies
on our lips.

Seven

Splendid
Sinners.
By W. R. H. Trowbridge.
(Fisher Unwin.
15s. net.)
A wretched piece of bookmaking
this.
The writer
has the journalist’s
flair for popular wants, but lacks
the journalist’s
skill to satisfy those wants.
The title
of the book is as silly as the writing
is dull, and the
biographies
unillumined
with a single ray of real insight.
It should be a criminal act to bring under one
label Catherine of Russia and the Comtesse de Lamotte,
Lola Montez and the Duchess of Kendal.
Though Mr.
Trowbridge
conducts us into the bedchamber,
and even
into the beds of his “ splendid sinners,”
we take our
leave of them without even a skin-deep acquaintance.
They are not even dolls stuffed with ‘sawdust ; they are
all sawdust.
For the writer betrays no inkling of their
diverse mentalities ; to him they are little other than
Made under ideal conditions of labour in an
English Factory amidst
pure and healthful
surroundings
where
the
well-being of the workers
receives
the constant
care of the firm,
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the Juliets of a night.
You pass from the Duchesse
de Polignac to Lola Montez or from Catherine to Elizabeth Chudleigh ; did you not glance at the heading,
in the central picture to betray the
there is nothing
change of character ; there is an utter want of individuality,
of differentiation.
This kind of history may
be truer than fiction ; we doubt it, but it is much duller.
To regard Lola Montez merely as an “ emotional adventuress ” is to misunderstand
the woman altogether.
A woman who could rise from failure after failure
to yet more earnest efforts, a woman who, when opportunity served at Munich, carried into practice the revolutionary
principles
she had earlier learnt in Paris,
shows her one of those rare geniuses who can not only
inspire others with something of their own enthusiasm,
but can execute, organise, and mould others into a like
service.
Mr. Trowbridge
frequently
delights in rounding off
his sketches with some moral reflection.
Of Elizabeth
Chudleigh
it is said : “ One word will suffice to sum
up the waste of her life-Idleness
! It is one of the
seven deadly sins. ” Among this newer version of the
seven deadly sins we should place work-such
as Mr.
It is more deadly than idleness, which
Trowbridge’s.
is at least a negative sin.
Each sketch is prefixed by
a quite
inappropriate
quotation
from
Swinburne’s
“ Dolores, ” quotations
in the approved method of midVictorian
lady novelists.

Christopher

Hibbault,
Roadmaker.
By Margaret
Bryant.
(Heinemann.
6s.)
“ The Roadmaker ” does not alone refer to the
career of a road engineer, as the reader might at first
suspect, but also symbolises
the socialistic
ambition
of its clearly-drawn
central character.
Christopher
Hibbault
is a study in experimental
Socialism ; he
seems to prove that the Socialist
temperament
will
out in spite of luxurious
surroundings.
He has inherited his ambition
from his mother,
“ who was
brought up in a labyrinth
of Socialist theories, creeds
of equality,
in hatred of the rich,”
who rejects Aymer
Aston, the sleeping partner of a great firm,, accepts the
millionaire
Masters,
his ruthless
working
partner,
deserts the latter owing to her Socialism,
dies in a
workhouse
leaving
her boy to be adopted by Aston
unknown
to Masters.
The story shows how Christopher grows up under the care of Aston, and develops his
ambition
in the direction
of that most desirable form
of social roadmaking,
equality
of opportunity.
Thus
in the end, when he sets to work to dissipate
his
father’s millions, Carnegie fashion, he realises “that he
had indeed made the road of life more possible for those
who would set out thereon for far and nearer goals.”
It is a novel out of the common.
There is distinction
in its writing,
firmness in its characterisation
of the
strength
and tenderness
in its scenes
Sartin family,
between
Christopher
and Patricia,
soundness in its
and beauty in its descriptions
of
social philosophy,
Nature.
De Libris:

Prose and Verse.
By Austin Dobson.
(Macmillan.
5s. net.)
We resolutely
refuse to read Mr. Austin Dobson’s
book.
We know there are many people to whom it will
be “charming
” and “ delightful
” and “pleasant.”
No
doubt it is delightfully
and charmingly
pleasant, but it
is gossip=book
gossip, art gossip, gossip with a boundless knowledge
of incident and minute details of all the
odd (and the even) books from Thackeray
backwards
a
hundred years, and still gossip from first to last.
And
the verse ! Mr. Dobson
‘(to interpose
A little ease ” between the prose,
Slipped

in the

scraps
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of verse.

The verse is urbane, polite, meant to be witty, easily
read, and not worth reading.
The contents table tells
us that such important
matters as Bramston’s
“Man of
Taste,”
“The
Passionate
Printer
to His Love,”
M.
Roquet on the Arts, “ The Parent’s
Assistant,”
Kate
Greenaway,
Mr. Hugh Thomson, The Books of Samuel
Rogers, A French Critic on Bath, Fresh Facts About
Fielding,
Cross
Readings-and
Caleb
Whitefoord,

WESTERHAM,

FOR
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AND
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to secure proper scope for the play
and impulses, and to provide a series
of purposes by the performance of which ideas
may grow into clearness and freedom.
Principal. MISS CLARK.
An attempt
of instincts
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and so on are treated. Now,
Thackeray’s
“ Esmond,”
the reproduction
of Kate Greenaway’s
pencil-sketches
are delightfully
pretty, and those of Mr. Hugh Thomson charmingly
pleasant ; and we like them very much
indeed : they are worth looking at. But just at present
our care is with living literature ; and we cannot find
We recommend it to
time to read Mr. Dobson’s book.
all those soi-disant littérateurs
(excusez du peu !) whose
daily fare is literary small-talk,
and who are unaware of
(Mr. Alfred Austin,
the existence of life on this planet.
in the garden that he loves, will no doubt go into
of Lamia,
raptures
over it, to the dulcet admiration
while it will serve Mr. Birrell
as a relaxation
from
the stress, of the odd jobs he does now and then for a
For ourselves,
being
mythical
nation-and
botches.)
good bookmen, we intend to lay the book aside against
a holiday, and then we will browse luxuriously
on the
plentiful crop of bookish facts and literary tit-bits which
Mr. Dobson has raised in this altogether
charming,
delightful,
and pleasant volume.
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Current Drama.
I ALWAYS
want to praise Miss Lena Ashwell,
and I
Her ideals are so much
always find it so difficult.
She
higher than those of most other actor-managers.
does really look upon play-acting
as an art, and she
is assiduous in her attempts
to give a fair show to
And yet, you know,
I cannot
budding
dramatists.
stand her acting
(it impresses
me as a raw nerve
scraped on by a saw), and, her plays are usually
Hers is the tragedy of sublime intentions ; and
boring.
sublime intentions
without a native lust for perfection
inevitably
pave the way to Nonconformity.
The Kingsway stage has all the air of a Nonconformist
chapel.
Who but a Noncon“Grit ” is very much so.
formist could make a heroine of this married woman
who plays with and provocates her old sweetheart until
he reaches raving point, and then, when he does what
every self-respecting
scoundrel
would do-makes
his
way into her dressing-room
at midnight,
with boiling
veins and misty purposes-throws
him over in frenzy
of shocked surprise ? He was not, forsooth, the man
she took him for. . . . Her ideal was shattered-and
so on. There is a name for such a woman, but it is unprintable-even,
I think, in THE NEW AGE. And then
she falls into the arms of her official husband because
he does not burn a will that turns him out of the
A very futile and Congregahouse and sets her free.
tional reason.
It would be much more to the point if she discovered
that his hair. was really red, a. colour she had always
The hero-husband,
the Bermondsey
carpenadmired.
ter, who is interested
in Labour and marries her for
the sake of the poor of his parish (as she him for the
comsake of her “reduced ” family) is a large-sized
bination
portrait
(in oils) of Mr. Peggotty,
Joe GarThe Labour
problem
is
gary, and the Superman.
dragged in most indecorously
as a stage prop.
But though Mr. Chilton is a Nonconformist,
he has
“ Grit ” is, in fact, a parody of the “Lady
read Ibsen.
of the Sea,” only the motive of the wife for sticking to
her honest bread-and-butter
husband when her ideal
lover dives up from his wanderings
is cheapened and
pruned of its wings.
The play is worth seeing for the acting of Norman
McKinnel,
who is very strong,
impressive,
and restrained.
The fact that “Sir Anthony ” (at Wyndham’s)
does
not bore one with its improbability
is a splendid tribute
to the dramatic possibilities
of the lower middle-class.
I beg to assert with absolute assurance that the public
is tired of the West End-that
is, we are beginning,
even our theatrical
selves, to want to see our own faces
in the mirror that Madame the Muse holds up to us.
This is one of the most significant
symptoms
of the
democratic ferment of the age.
Perhaps it is inevitable
that the first attempts at this
new drama should be burlesque.
The foreign and un-
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plain-spoken, and yet not a word is misplaced or indelicate.“ --The
Pioneer.
“Prof. Forel deals with the highest interests of human life, and with a
question which must remain fundamental for man so long as he is
mortal.“ -Yorkshire
F. Times.
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familiar
is either comic or horrible or both.
For Mr.
Haddon Chambers it is obvious that the lower middleclass person is a figure of fun.
The other day I commented on the fact that modern English
drama was
peopled almost exclusively
by tourists.
Well, here the
He has taken a fourteen days’
dramatist is the tourist.
unconducted trip to sub-Suburbia.
The results are surHe has observed
many of our tricks
of
prising.
manner with superficial
accuracy ; our spirit he has
not understood
at all, and in default of understanding
it, he has boldly taken the spirit which animates his
own class, namely, snobbishness,
and pumped it into
We have something
that,
the bodies of his clerks.
maybe, is as bad as snobbishness,
we have the lust for
getting on, but we do not value titles overmuch,
and,
anyhow, we should not go ramping,
raving mad with
hysteria
because a friend of ours was on speaking
terms with a baronet.
As a farce “Sir Anthony ” is often amusing.
There
is humour in this mad scramble of the minister (from
Dickens) and the pork merchant (idem) for the baronet’s
But the joke of how the clerk pretended
to
gold.
aristocratic
friendship
and was detected is carried too
far.
A shadow of tragedy hangs over the play which
neither it nor the players are brave enough to bear.
In “ Hannele”
Gerhardt
Hauptmann
does what the
English
dramatist
finds almost
impossible
to dopaints the thing as he sees it without being a devotee
of the God-of-things-as-they-are.
If we have a message
we cannot present it dramatically
without leaded type
We cannot let our vision speak
and blazing headlines.
for itself.
We falsify, exaggerate,
distort to draw the
We have not faith in the
attention
of the crowd.
We are afraid that if we
validity
of our deductions.
do not point the moral with a pickaxe,
our audience
Imagine
how we
may arrive at another conclusion.
should have done this thing.
The young schoolmaster
whom little “ Hannele ” loves and who carries her into
the poorhouse half-drowned
from her attempted
suicide
would have been a Fabian, and he would have delivered
over the footlights
a stirring
address on the evils of
Each one of the paupers who squabble and
society.
fight over the scraps they have gathered
would have
had a Fabian or a non-Fabian
point of view, and the
schoolmaster
would have put ‘em all right with inBut the absolute logic of the situation,
fallible logic.
the meaning, the artistic effect we should not have got
Hauptmann
manages better.
He is a partisan,
at all.
That is what
are partisans.
of course ; all artists
makes them so much more delightful
and truthful than
He puts
But he is a judicious partisan.
philosophers.
And it is you that give the
no leading
questions.
verdict.
Hannele’s
fever dream, in which the common figures
of her daily life are transmuted
into shining shapes :
of her dead mother, of angels of the Lord Christ, in
which the sordid room is flooded with the scent of
with light and beauty and joy, set in its
flowers,
frame of ruthless realism-this
sordid, vulgar,
brutal,
hopeless world of the poor peasant, has a pitifulness
What exquisite
tenderness there
too deep for tears.
in this study of the dreams of
is, what fine insight,
The Lord Christ has the
suffering child that hopes.
face of her dear schoolmaster.
The Sister of Mercy
that nurses her is her dead mother, the choir of angels
that attend her on her heavenly ascension are the chilNote the loving humour of this
dren of the village.
bent, comic figure of an ancient servitor that bears the
shining robes and the glass slippers which none but
she can wear.
Her dream of Paradise is the dream of
childhood-not
of harps and glittering
pavements,
but
of Love, Freedom, Joy, wide open landscape and the

breath of flowers.
And then the dream passes, and the
body, crushed and battered,
lies on the miserable
pauper bed.
Hauptmann
might dedicate his play “To
all the sufferers of the earth.”
This dream, this fragrance of crushed blossoms, is all the joy that God has
given them.
The acting on the whole did not satisfy me, but in
the minor parts more intelligence
was shown than one
usually finds on the English stage ; there was now and
then some attempt at harmony, at an effect of ensemble,
though never did you get the atmosphere
which the
play demands.
Mr. Ainley had the part of his life.
He should always act semi-clerical
persons with a turn
for poetry.
As the schoolmaster
he was a little too
tearful, but he spoke his part as the Lord Christ with
rare dignity
and charm.
The ring of the music got
home.
I think the putting
on of “ Emily ” as a curtainraiser a sad piece of bad taste. It is quite out of keeping with its successor.
At the Afternoon
Theatre at
least, one would think, it is not necessary to pander to
the British craving for a big helping.
I went to see Mrs. Pat from the gallery the other
night and found “ Deirdre ” still fine, but “ Electra ”
ununderstandable.
Apparently
it is one of those plays
which do not carry in a large theatre.
We have not
yet learned the importance
of suiting
our theatre to
our play.
W. R. TITTERTON.
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tax on richness. A wealthy man, said I, is happier than a
poor man, therefore the wealthy man, were her Grace’s
suggestion adopted, would be heavily taxed. It liked me
For the opinions expressed by correspondents, the Editor does not
much that tax on happiness, and I fully intended to write
hold himself responsible.
to Sidney Webb about it, so that he might thrust another
Correspondence intended for Publication should be addressed to
idea into the thick heads of the Liberals.
But the Duchess
the Editor and written on one side of the paper only,
did not mean that. That kind of person never does mean
SPECIAL NOTICE. -Correspondents are requested to be brief
that. These excellent ideas somehow seem to go askew
Many letters weekly are omitted on account of their length.
when the various Graces touch them. For this is what her
Grace means by happiness.
A TAX
ON HAPPINESS.
MOTHERHOOD
!
To THE EDITOR
OF “THE
NEW AGE.”
I put it in like that so that you can all see it. Her Grace
It appears that a number of eminent persons interested in
believes that the happiness which a woman experiences in
social reform met somewhere the other day for the purpose
giving birth to a child is the highest happiness, and thereof discussing how they could improve somebody or somefore should be taxed, and apparently,
taxed heavily.
It
thing. And among those eminent persons was her Grace
was here that I began to feel that something was wrong.
Motherhood is probably all that her Grace says it is. I
the Duchess of Redford. Her Grace put forth a notable
don’t know-I
am not a mother; but if motherhood be hapsuggestion.
She thought that a tax should be put on happipiness in excelsis, it seems to me that an uncommonly large
ness. I confess when I first heard of this I was struck by the
suggestion.
A tax on happiness, said I, how excellent !
number of her Grace’s gracious friends are singularly unhappy. A certain writer, named the Registrar-General,
or
Far better, I went on, than a graduated income tax, for look
words to that effect, who annually publishes a delightful
at the amount of money that the Chancellor of the Exbook called, I believe, the Births, Marriages, and Deaths
chequer could obtain from her Grace’s gracious friends.
Record or Journal, seems to think that motherhood-happiThe Duke of Westminster, for instance, a tax of a shilling
in the £ on his happiness would produce enough to feed
ness is more frequently indulged in among poor persons
than among those who are wealthy.
A charwoman, he
the destitute right royally for a very considerable period.
seems to insinuate, is likely to have a large number of
It really seemed to me that her Grace was putting forth a
children, and a duchess a small number.
sound, Socialistic suggestion, for a tax on the source of
Now, I would not publicly accuse a duchess of trying to
happiness means, in ninety-nine cases out of a hundred, a
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I do not imagine
for a single moment
do a dirty trick.
that her Grace had at the back of her mind a subtle scheme
for shifting
further
burdens of taxation
from the shoulders
of her class on to the shoulders
of the charwoman’s
class.
I think she really
does believe
that motherhood
is the
flashed across
highest form of happiness ; and it probably
her mind that happiness
was a thing capable
of taxation.
But, like most of her class, she did not
And she is right.
consider exactly what she was saying.
You will notice that
I am discussing
this Tax on Happiness
proposal
quite seriIt can’t be discussed
in any other
fashion,
for
ously.
But I put it to the
reasons which are perfectly
obvious.
Duchess (figuratively,
of course ; I don’t know her Grace)
that this profound
happiness
which she believes
in would
not produce sufficient
revenue
to pay the expenses of colHow much money
could Mr. Lloyd
George get
lection.
Obviously,
it would
out of a charwoman
with ten children?
be a highly improper
thing to suggest that a duke who had
no children
should be asked to pay a happiness tax.
The
man would
reply,
and quite rightly: "
Why should I pay
and, according
to
the happiness
tax ? I have no children,
the Duchess of Bedford,
I am not happy.”
I can see that
Duke
even suggesting
that since his condition
is so unhappy
be should receive
some form of compensation,
to
come out of the unlimited
happiness of the charwoman.
It
But it just possible that motherhood
is not happiness.
I
is just possible
that motherhood
is downright
misery.
know a fearfully
happy family
in Walworth.
They live in
one room.
There
is a father
and a mother
and three
children-all
living,
eating, sleeping,
and recreating
in one
room.
There used to be five children,
but the happiness
was too much for two of them, and they died.
Some of
those clever evolutionists
tell us that the two who died were
unfit to live-that
the three now living
were the fittest to
survive.
I don’t know anything
about science, but it seems
to me that surviving
wasn’t worth while for those three, and
the advantage
seems to be with the two that died.
However, the mother of these children
is no doubt happy.
She
has given birth to five children.
It is a pity that two of
them were wasted, that all the labour
and agony endured
in giving them life was thrown away, but, nevertheless,
she
has had the happiness of being a mother.
The Duchess of
Bedford
says so, and the Duchess of Bedford
ought to know.
When I am next in Walworth
I think I will call on that
woman
and tell her that, so far from being
a povertystricken,
sweated, badly-housed,
slum-dweller,
she is, as a
matter of fact, a thoroughly
happy woman;
and that she
ought to consider herself exceedingly
fortunate
in not having
to pay a thumping
tax to the Government
for the privileges
she enjoys.
I notice that among those present
at this meeting
was
Dr. Lang, the new Archbishop
of York.
Dr. Lang used to
be Bishop of Stepney.
Stepney is a place where there is a
great deal of this happiness.
I hope to heaven the Archbishop took the Duchess aside and broke the brutal
truth
to her-gently,
of course, but none the less firmly.
He is
a Grace also, and could do this without
being. vulgar
or
ST. JOHN G. ERVINE.
abusive, which I can’t.
*

+

A QUERY.
To THE EDITOR OF “THE
NEW AGE.”
May I ask Mr. Chesterton
or Mr. Belloc if they will
answer plainly
the following
question ?
They are no doubt aware of the existence
of the various
Bula Crusada
Indulgences
on sale in Spain, issued with
Papal authority,
and with the imprimatur
of the Cardinal
Sancha of Hervas,
Primate of Spain.
Out of many we will select the Bula de Difuntos,
an indulgence
applicable
to the souls in Purgatory,
which is sold
in the sacristies
of the Spanish
churches
for seventy-five
centimes
(7½d.).
Do they believe
that the Pope or Cardinal
Sancha of
Hervas has the power to affect the state of any soul after
death by the granting
of these indults?
If not, do they believe
in the divinity
of an institution
which, for the sake of the large revenue obtained from these
sources, is capable of duping
the Spanish people in such
a fashion?
J. B. ASTBURY.
I
*
*
+
LOMBROSO
AND
CRIME.
OF “ THE
NEW AGE. ”
To THE EDITOR
One need not quarrel with Mr. Belloc for calling
a scientist and reformer
whom he does not understand
“a charlatan,” for that is quite consistent
with individualist
methods,
and I take it that Mr. Belloc is avowedly
and honestly
an
individualist;
but, for a Socialist
organ to call a great scientist and humane reformer’
like Lombroso’
names, Seems a
bad thing for Socialism.
Here is what Lombroso
says about prison reform,
in an
article
recently
appearing
in the “Rationalist
Press Annual ” :‘Our conclusions,
which . . , . urge that, while we defend
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ourselves against crime, we must refrain
from cruelty,
cannot be accepted to a limited extent;
they must not be placed
in our penal codes and prison regulations
on the old basis
of punishment-to
say nothing
of the vindictiveness
that is
so often impressed on juries by the magistrates.
Mitigation
of penal treatment
is always laudable
in the humanitarian
sense, but, if it does not rest on a thoroughly
sound foundation it will only increase the mischief of the old school. . . .
“At present work is rather an exceptional
infliction
than
a general regulation
in prisons.
It should be made an absolutely general
rule, so that the prisoner’s
energy may have
an outlet and an occupation.
The work should be, as far
as possible,
in the open air, and should be relieved occasionally
with distractions
that will tend to develop the mind
and feelings-such
as lectures’
reading
under supervision,.
and gymnastic
exercises.
Above all, there should be good
libraries
provided,
not
libraries
that
are only
fit
for
seminarists.
. . .
((When the criminaloid
and the criminal
from passion
find that they are understood
and
their
personality
is
respected’
they behave properly.”
If that be charlatanism,
long live charlatans
!
I may add that personally
I think
the letter
from
Frederick
Evans,
appearing
in your last issue, is a good
summary of what a prison should be.
LEONARD J. SIMONS.
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